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LOCAL RIGIDITY OF HIGHER RANK HOMOGENEOUS
ABELIAN ACTIONS: A COMPLETE SOLUTION VIA THE
GEOMETRIC METHOD
KURT VINHAGE1 AND ZHENQI JENNY WANG2
Abstract. We show local and cocycle rigidity for Rk × Zl partially hyper-
bolic translation actions on homogeneous spaces G/Λ. We consider a large
class of actions whose geometric properties are more complicated than previ-
ously treated cases. It is also the first time that partially hyperbolic twisted
symmetric space examples have been treated in the literature. The main new
ingredient in the proof is a combination of geometric method and the theory
of central extensions.
1. Introduction
Local rigidity is a phenomenon which generalizes and strengthens the notion of
structural stability. Fix an acting group Rk×Zl. An action α : Rk×Zl → Diffp(M)
is structurally stable if whenever α′ is an Rk×Zl-action sufficiently to α on a compact
generating set in the C1-topology, then there is a homeomorphism h : M → M
which takes orbits of α to orbits of α′. Hyperbolic systems, even those of rank one,
are known to be structurally stable.
Local rigidity strengthens this notion in one way, by making the orbit equivalence
a conjugacy, but weakens it in another, by allowing a (usually finite-dimensional)
class of model perturbations. Consider a C∞ Rk × Zl-action α lying inside a class
of actions A ⊂ Diff∞(M), and suppose that α′ is a Cp action which is close to α
on a compact generating set in the Cq topology. If for every such α′, there is a Cr
diffeomorphism h such that h−1 ◦ α′ ◦ h ∈ A, then α is said to be Cp,q,r-rigid with
respect to A. If A is understood, then we will often simply say Cp,q,r-rigid.
A is always chosen from a canonical set of models. This class is easily described in
the case of homogeneous actions. An action α : Rk×Zl → Diff(M) is homogeneous
if M = G/Γ is the quotient of a Lie group G by a lattice (or, more generally, closed
subgroup) Γ and there exists a homomorphism i : Rk×Zl → G such that α(a)gΓ =
(i(a)g)Γ. Then A may be chosen to be all homogeneous actions determined by
homomorphisms i′ in a neighborhood of i. When i(Rk × Zl) is a split Cartan
subgroup of a semisimple group, the action is called a Weyl chamber flow.
Local rigidity for Anosov algebraic actions was first proved by Katok and Spatzier
using harmonic analysis of homogeneous spaces [19]. The method reduces the
question of local rigidity to one of cocycle rigidity. Speical properties of Anosov
actions are key to the analysis: that the orbit foliation and central foliations coincide
give a global system of coordinates on this foliation (using the dynamics). This
allows one to consider the cocycle that appears as a cocycle over the algebraic action,
1 Based on research supported by NSF grant DMS-1604796
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and also guarantees high regularity. Katok and Damjanovic´ extended the local
rigidity to restrictions of Weyl chamber flows on quotients of SL(d, k) k = R, C [5]
using a new method, called the geometric method.
Instead of hard functional analysis, the solution of the cocycle problem which
appears was defined along intersections of stable foliations called the coarse Lya-
punov foliations. This has the benefit of not requiring high regularity of the cocycle.
Since the web these foliations weave is transitive on the space M , one can extend
the solution globally, provided well-definedness can be verified. Here, algebraic
K-theory of the fields R and C was essential, as there is a direct correspondence
between the K2 groups and the web of coarse Lyapunov foliations. The scheme
was further employed in [1], [37], [38] and [36] to obtain local rigidity for various
restrictions of Weyl chamber flows, which replaced the K-theory component with
the more general theory of central extensions. However, these results were strongly
limited by a genericity assumption which allowed the algebraic tools to be deduced
from existing literature, most notably [7]. As a result, a large class of partially
hyperbolic symmetric space examples were not covered.
The main difficulty in extending the local rigidity results for generic restrictions
of Weyl chamber flows to other homogeneous partially hyperbolic systems is under-
standing the connection between the theory of central extensions and the web of
coarse Lyapunov foliations. Since the goal of [7] is to describe the universal central
extension and not its relationship to abelian actions, they use the most convenient
generators and relations: the coset foliations of root subgroups and the commuta-
tor relations between them. Generic restrictions of Weyl chamber flows are defined
exactly so that the coarse Lyapunov foliations coincide with these coset foliations.
The progress made in [37, 38] used heavy computations for generic restrictions,
where the algebra can be described through well-classified real forms of root sys-
tems. Since (irreducible) root systems appear in series An through Dn, together
with finitely many exceptional systems, the case of generic restrictions could con-
ceivably be treated by considering each series ad-hoc.1 The algebra that comes from
other partially hyperbolic actions is not classfied in such a manner, so while an ad-
hoc approach may be able to treat certain special actions, the broad treatment we
provide requires a uniform approach.
Furthermore, our results are the first to address partially hyperbolic actions
on semidirect produts (sometimes called twisted symmetric space examples). The
case of semidirect products was thought to require a Fourier analysis approach to
handle the torus fibers. To use the geometric method, we must describe what types
of central extensions can appear in the Lie category, as well as show the coarse
Lyapunov foliations correspond to a central extension. No well-developed theory
for such questions existed for semidirect products, even in the Anosov setting. As
a result, to obtain local rigidity, we prove results in these directions which are of
indpendent interest.
In this paper we prove the following theorem (for a precise formulation, see
Theorem 3.1), which shows local rigidity in a remarkably broad class of actions:
Theorem 1.1. Assume that α is a partially hyperbolic homogeneous action satis-
fying the assumptions laid out in Section 2. Then α is C∞,1,∞-rigid.
1Recently, a general, non-computational solution was found in [36], but it still relied heavily on
the genericity assumption
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Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 3.1) is the first case of local rigidity for a broad class of
twisted symmetric space examples which are not Anosov. Such cases were believed
to require a harmonic analysis approach in the torus fibers. Even in the case of
semisimple groups, the results are new, removing the genericity assumption. In
fact, we obtain topological rigidity under a much more general assumption called
the genuinely higher rank condition (see (∗)). Furthermore, by employing new
schemes we give a uniform approach for all partially hyperbolic algebraic systems.
1.1. Outline of the Paper. In Section 2, we introduce the actions which we study
and assumptions which will appear in our main results, and in Section 3 we state
our results precisely. In Sections 5 and 6 we study the geometric structure for
general actions: we describe the coarse Lyapunov foliations and the universal cen-
tral Lie extensions (which are non-trivial for some twisted spaces), lift the action
and its small perturbations from homogeneou spaces to the central Lie extensions,
construct periodic cycle functional (PCF) for the twisted cocycle over general non-
compact groups instead of the product of an abelian group and a compact group.
These results in some ways parallel those that appear in previous papers for re-
strictions of full Cartan actions [1, 3, 5, 36, 37].
The new ideas of the paper appear in Sections 7 through 9, where we prove
that the group generated by the coarse Lyapunov subgroups modulo the so-called
stable relations is a central extension of the ambient Lie group (see Theorem 7.3).
For general actions, the corresponding root and weight systems are quite different
from the standard ones. We generalize the ideas of R. Steinberg [33], [34] and V.
Deodhar [7] and adapt the algebraic structure to the geometric setting for general
actions. This is one of the main difficulties of our approach. In the symmetric
space examples the main technique is choosing suitable Weyl elements to recover
undetected roots (Section 8). For twisted spaces we make use of the irreducibility
of the representation and Lie group structure to handle the difficulty from the non-
trivial radical. These sections contain the main technical obstacles of the paper.
In Sections 11 and 12, based on the conclusions from earlier sections, we prove
trivialization of small twisted cocycles obtained from the perturbation. Once the
cocycle rigidity is obtained, the transfer function provides a continuous conjugacy.
Global smoothness follows from the non-stationary normal form method. The key
ingredients of in the proof of trivialization of twisted cocycles are: (i) local transi-
tivity of Lyapunov foliations, (ii) vanishing of PCF on stable cycles, (iii) vanishing
of continuous continuous homeomorphisms from Schur multipliers to Lie groups
and (iv) vanishing of small homeomorphism from Γ to the neutral subgroup.
2. The setting
We consider actions of higher rank abelian groups Zk ×Rl, k+ l ≥ 2 that come
from the following general algebraic construction:
Let H be a connected Lie group, A ⊆ H a closed abelian subgroup which is
isomorphic to Zk ×Rl, L a compact subgroup of the centralizer Z(A) of A, and Υ
a cocompact lattice in H . Then Zk × Rl acts by left translations on the compact
space M = L\H/Υ. The linear part of the action is the representation of A on
Lie(H)/Lie(L) induced by the adjoint representation of A on Lie(H).
The two specific types of standard partially hyperbolic examples discussed below
correspond to:
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(a) for the symmetric space examples take H a semisimple connected Lie group
G of R-rank ≥ 2 and Υ an irreducible torsion-free cocompact lattice Γ in
G
(b) for the twisted symmetric space examples take H = G ⋉ Rn, a semidirect
product of a semisimple connected Lie group G of R-rank ≥ 2 with Rn, Υ
a semidirect product of an irreducible torsion-free cocompact lattice in G
with Zn
Definition 2.1. Coarse Lyapunov distributions are defined as the maximal non-
trivial intersections of stable distributions of various action elements.
For homogeneous actions these distribution are homogeneous that integrate to
coset foliations called coarse Lyapunov foliations (see [3, Section 2] and [15] for
detailed discussion in greater generality).
We will now discuss these standard examples in more detail. Throughout this
paperG will always denote a semisimple connected Lie group of R- rank≥ 2 without
compact factors and with finite center and Γ an irreducible torsion-free cocompact
lattice in G. For any group S we use Z(S) to denote its center.
2.1. Symmetric space examples. For any g ∈ G we have a corresponding
Jordan-Chevalley normal form decomposition of 3 commuting elements g = sgkgng
where sg is semisimple, kg is compact and ng is nilpotent. Set p(g) = sg. For any
abelian set A ⊂ G there exists a R-split Cartan subgroup A0 such that p(a) ∈ A0
for any a ∈ A (see Proposition 5.2).
A standard root system for A0 comes from the decomposition of g, the Lie
algebra of G, into the eigenspaces of adjoint representation of A0 whose elements
are simultaneously diagonalizable. For the subgroup p(A) ofA0 we can also consider
the decomposition of g with respect to the adjoint representation of p(A) and the
resulting root system corresponding to the assignment of eigenvalues is called the
restricted root system with respect to A. Let ∆A denote the restricted root system.
If A = A0, ∆A0 is the standard root system, and since p(A) ⊂ A0, each r ∈ ∆A0
restricts to an element of ∆A. r ∈ ∆A0 is said to be detected by A if it does not
restrict to the 0 functional on A. Calling ∆A a restricted root system is somewhat
abusive. Indeed, ∆A does not carry the usual structures of a (restricted) root
system, such as a canonical inner product and associated Weyl group (see Section
2.2).
The Lie algebra g of G decomposes
g = g0 +
∑
µ∈∆A
gµ(1)
where gµ is the associated joint eigenspace of µ and g0 is the Lie algebra of the
centralizer CG(p(A)) of p(A).
Elements of A \ p−1
(⋃
φ∈∆A ker(φ)
)
are regular elements (for A). Connected
components of the set of regular elements are Weyl chambers (for A). For any
µ ∈ ∆A let g
(µ) =
∑
k>0 gkµ and U[µ] be the corresponding subgroup of G. Then
these subalgebra g(µ) form coarse Lyapunov distributions and (double) cosets of
these subgroups U[µ] form coarse Lyapunov foliations of αA (see Definition 3.1),
which coincide with those of αp(A) (see Proposition 5.2).
If p(A) = A0, the left translations of A on G/Γ is sometimes referred to as full
Cartan action (see [19]). If the coarse Lyapunov foliations of αA coincide with those
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of αA0 , then p(A) is in a generic position (see [3]) and the action of A on G/Γ is
called a generic restriction. In these two cases, p(A) contains a regular element
for A0, which implies that every element of A is semisimple (in particular, it is
a subgroup of CG(A0), which is always the product of A0 and a compact group).
This is why in former papers all the actions taken studies are restrictions of a split
Cartan subgroup.
Example 2.1. Our first example is one which detects every root but is not generic
(in the sense of (∗′)). Let G = SL(dm,R), with d,m ≥ 2. Let µ1, . . . , µm ∈ R
be distinct real numbers such that
∑
µi = 0, and consider the embedding of R
d
defined via:
t = (t1, . . . , td) 7→ diag(µ1t1, . . . , µ1td, µ2t1, . . . , µ2td, . . . , µmt1, . . . , µmtd)
Then on easily sees that the usual roots assigning the differences of entries of a
diagonal matrix restrict to
∆A = {t 7→ µitk − µjtl : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k, l ≤ d, (i, k) 6= (j, l)} .
Note that if i = j, this is a multiple of the usual roots on SL(d,R), so many
of the roots are proportional, positively and negatively. Similarly, if k = l, the
corresponding root is a multiple of the functional which assigns the kth entry of t,
which is nonzero since we assume all µi are distinct. Notice that all of the usual
roots of SL(dm,R) with respect to the diagonal subgroup are still detected by this
embedding since all of the µi are distinct.
Example 2.2. We also consider the following example to illustrate that Jordan
blocks may appear. Let G = SL(4,R) and
A =

Ü
et ets 0 0
0 et 0 0
0 0 es 0
0 0 0 e−2t−s
ê = exp

Ü
t s 0 0
0 t 0 0
0 0 s 0
0 0 0 −2t− s
ê ,
where s, t ∈ R. Then A ∼= R2. The restricted root system for the corresponding
subgroup A′ = p(A) =
{
diag(et, et, es, e−2t−s)
}
(the “diagonal part” of A) are
χ1 = ±(t− s), χ2 = ±(3t+ s), χ3 = ±(2t+ 2s).
Both gχ1 and gχ2 are 2-dimensional, but gχ3 is 1-dimensional. Note that A
′ sits
inside the full Cartan subgroup of diagonal matrices. The ad-action of logA on
these spaces is not diagonalizable. For instance, on the subspace gχ1 is given by:
gχ1 =

Ü
0 0 x 0
0 0 y 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
ê
: x, y ∈ R
 .
Then the action of logA on gχ1 in these coordinates is given by
(x, y) 7→ ((t− s)x+ sy, (t− s)y).
Furthermore, the neutral distributions exponentiates is SL(2,R)×R2, which is the
centralizer of A′ instead of A.
The restricted root system of A is quite different from the standard root system
corresponding to A0. In our example, the Weyl group for the root system ∆A0 is
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symmetric group S4. However, N(A
′)/C(A′) = {id, (34)} ∼= Z/2Z, which does not
act transitively on the Weyl chambers of ∆A. Furthermore, S4 (the Weyl group
of A0) nor does preserve the root spaces at all. For example, χ1 is the restriction
of two roots: r13 and r23, which associate to a diagonal matrix the difference of
its first and third, and second and third entries, respectively. Then gχ1 under the
action of (13) (realized in the group G) in coordinates (x, y) is given by
Ü
0 0 0 0
y 0 0 0
x 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
ê
: x, y ∈ R

which is split across elements of g0 and g−χ1 . While this creates significant book-
keeping, the breaking of the restricted root system ∆A is essential to our analysis.
2.2. Twisted symmetric space examples. Let G, Γ and their associated struc-
tures be as in Section 2.1, with the additional assumption that Γ = ρ−1(SL(N,Z)∩
ρ(G)) for some reprsentation ρ : G → SL(N,R) such that the decomposition into
irreducible subrepresentations does not contain the trivial representation.2
We can build the associated semi-direct product Gρ = G ⋉ρ R
N , and lattice
Γρ = Γ⋉ρ Z
N . The multiplication of elements in Gρ is given by
(g1, x1) · (g2, x2) = (g1g2, ρ(g
−1
2 )x1 + x2),(2)
This construction is equivalent to the following: consider the smooth manifold
G × TN , and the Γ action γ · (g, x) = (gγ−1, ρ(γ)x). Since ρ(γ) ∈ SL(N,Z),
this action is well-defined, and since Γ is a lattice in G, the action is properly
discontinuous. Then the topological quotient space (G×TN )/ ∼ is then canonically
diffeomorphic to Gρ/Γρ.
We then consider the translation action of an abelian subgroup A ⊂ Gρ. For
any abelian set A ⊂ Gρ and a = (ga, va) ∈ A, set pρ(a) = p(ga), where p is the map
defined in Section 2.1. Then there exists an element s ∈ Gρ such that the coarse
Lyapunov distributions for the action of sAs−1 is the same as those for pρ(A) (see
Proposition 5.4). Let ΦA,ρ denote the restricted weights of G with respect to pρ(A),
associated with the decomposition of RN into eigenspaces under the representation
ρ(pρ(A)). If pρ(A) = A0, ΦA,ρ is the standard weights. Then the Lie algebra gρ of
Gρ decomposes
gρ = g0 +
∑
r∈∆A
gr +
∑
µ∈ΦA,ρ
eµ
where eµ is the weight space of µ and g0 is the Lie algebra of the centralizer CGρ(A)
of A in Gρ.
Note that r or µ may appear in the set of both restricted roots and weights.
For any r ∈ ∆A ∪ΦA,ρ let g(r) =
∑
k∈R+ (gkr + ekr) and U[r] be the corresponding
subgroup of Gρ. Then these subalgebra g
(r) form coarse Lyapunov distributions
and (double) cosets of these subgroups U[r] form coarse Lyapunov foliations of αA,
which coincide with those of αp(A) (see Proposition 5.2).
2Margulis superrigidity shows that one may expect this description for many lattices in G, but in
general one may require some compact correction [22, Theorem VII.5.13]
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Elements of A\p−1(
⋃
φ∈∆A∪ΦA,ρ\{0} ker(φ)) are regular (for A) and connected
components of the set of regular elements Weyl chambers (for A). If A = A0, the
left translations of A on Gρ/Γρ is sometimes referred to as full Cartan action.
3. Statement of Main Results
3.1. Smooth Rigidity and Factor Actions. Let G/Λ denote G/Γ as in sym-
metric space examples or Gρ/Γρ as in twisted symmetric space examples.
Definition 3.1. If i0 : R
k × Zl → G is a homomrophism, the action α of Rk ×
Zl defined by α(a)(gΛ) = (i0(a)g)Λ on G/Λ will be referred to as a higher-rank
translation or just a translation for short.
We let A denote the image of Rk ×Zl in G, and sometimes use identify Rk × Zl
with A. We use αA or αi0 to denote the translation action if we wish to emphasize
which translation we take. A standard perturbation of the action αi0 is an action αi
where i : Zk × Rl → N is a homomorphism close to i0, where N is the centralizer
of p(A) or pρ(A), respectively.
Remark 1. In the hyperbolic situation any standard perturbation is simply a time
change corresponding to an automorphism of the acting group but in the partially
hyperbolic cases standard perturbations are usually essentially different from each
other.
Definition 3.2. An action α′ of Rk×Zl on a manifoldM′ is a factor of an action α
of Rk×Zl onM if there exists an epimorphism h :M→M′ such that h◦α = α′◦h.
An action α′ is a (vitrually) rank one factor if it is an factor and if α′(Rk ×
Zl) contains a rank one subgroup S such that the coarse Lyapunov foliations for
α′(Rk × Zl) is the same as for action S.
Definition 3.3. An action αi0 of Z
k × Rl on M is Ck,r,ℓ locally rigid if any Ck
perturbation α˜ which is sufficiently Cr close to αi0 on a compact generating set is
Cℓ conjugate to a standard perturbation αi0 .
Remark 2. It is immediately obvious that if αi0 is locally rigid then the same is true
for any time change obtained by an automorphism of Rk ×Zl. Hence the notion of
local rigidity for αi0 depends only of the subgroup A.
3.2. Genuinely higher rank and almost semisimple actions. We use G to
denote G or Gρ. Let αA be a translation on M . Then αA lifts to an A action on G
by left translations. Suppose αA satisfies property
(∗) there is no rank one factor of the corresponding lifted algebraic action on G.
If αA satisfies property (∗), then we say A is genuinely higher rank.
Remark 3. Condition (∗) shows that for both spaces the group G has neither
compact factors, nor rank one factors. Furthermore, it also implies that the twisted
spaces ρ has no trivial summands.
3.3. The Main Theorems.
Definition 3.4. We say that an antisymmetric bilinear form ω on RN × RN in-
variant for the representation ρ, if
ω(ρ(g)w1, ρ(g)w2) = ω(w1, w2), for every w1, w2 ∈ R
N and g ∈ G,
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We say that a twisted symmetric space obtained from Gρ is non-symplectic or has
no symplectic contributions if there is no nontrivial, antisymmetric bilinear form on
e invariant for ρ. Otherwise, we say that the twisted symmetric space is symplectic
or has a symplectic contribution.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose αA is genuinely higher-rank. Then:
(1) αA is C
∞,1,Ho¨l locally rigid on symmetric spaces and non-symplectic twisted
symmetric spaces. Furthermore, if all roots of ∆A0 are detected by A and
0 6∈ ΦA,ρ, αA is C∞,1,∞-rigid.
(2) αA is C
∞,1,Ho¨l locally rigid on symplectic twisted symmetric spaces if 0 /∈
ΦA,ρ. Furthermore, if all roots of ∆A0 are detected by A, αA is C
∞,1,∞-
rigid.
Remark 4. The proof of smoothness of conjugacy relies on finding elements which
act isometrically on each coarse Lyapunov foliation. Detection of all roots guaran-
tees semisimplicity of the action, as well as all of its perturbations (Lemma 13.1).
Once a root or weight becomes undetected, the perturbations may fail act semisim-
ply. The authors plan to address this issue in a subsequent paper, where smoothenss
will be investigated in the presence of Jordan blocks.
Let G0 denote the universal Lie central extension of G (see Definition 5.2) and
let Γ′ (resp. Γ′ρ) be the lattice in G0 that covers Γ (resp. Γρ, see Lemma 5.9). Let
Z denote the center of G0 that lies in the radical of G0. For each a ∈ A we can
associate an element â ∈ G0. Then define α̂A(a) be the left multiplication map on
G0 (see 4. and 5. of Section 5.6).
Definition 3.5. Let α˜A be a C
∞ perturbation of αA that is C
1-sufficiently close
to αA. Fix a compact generating set A of A. We say that α˜A admits a quasi-nil
extension (on A) if α˜A(a) can be lifted to a diffeomorphism α̂A(a) on G0 for each
a ∈ A such that:
(i) α̂A(a) commutes with the (right) Γ
′ (resp. Γ′ρ) and Z actions.
(ii) If Ŵ sa is the stable foliation for α̂A(a), then Ŵ
s
a is invariant under α̂A(b),
b ∈ A.
(iii) α̂A(a) is C
1-sufficiently close to α̂A(a) for each a ∈ A.
Remark 5. Every homogeneous perturbation admits a quasi-nil extension. The ter-
minology quasi-nil extension comes from the fact that in the homogeneous setting,
the group generated by the diffeomorphisms α̂A(a) is either isomorphic to A, or a
1-step nilpotent extension of A.
4. History of the rigidity problem
4.1. Rigidity of hyperbolic actions. Differentiable rigidity of higher rank al-
gebraic Anosov actions including Weyl chamber flows and twisted Weyl chamber
flows was proved in the mid-1990s [19]. The proof consists of two major parts:
(i) An a priori regularity argument that shows smoothness of the Hirsch-Pugh-
Shub orbit equivalence [12]. The key part of the argument is the theory of non-
stationary normal forms developed in [11]. ‘11 (ii) Cocycle rigidity used to “straighten
out” a time change; it is proved by a harmonic analysis method in [18].
All these actions satisfy condition (∗′′): there are no rank one factors.
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4.2. Difference between hyperbolic and partially hyperbolic actions. The
next step is to consider algebraic partially hyperbolic actions. Unlike the hyperbolic
case, the a priori regularity method is not directly applicable here since individual
elements of such actions are not even structurally stable. In addition to their work
on hyperbolic rigidity, A. Katok and R. Spatzier also considered cocycle problem
for certain partially hyperbolic actions in [20] and proved essential cocycle rigidity
results.
Before proceeding with the chronological account let us explain an essential point
that also plays a role in the present work.
In the hyperbolic case smooth orbit rigidity reduces the local differentiable rigid-
ity problem to rigidity of vector valued cocycles. For, the expression of the old time,
i.e. that of the unperturbed action through the new time, i.e. that of the perturbed
action is a cocycle over the unperturbed action with values in the acting group that
is a vector space or its subgroup. This is the scheme of [19]. In other words, smooth
orbit rigidity reduces the differentiable conjugacy problem to a time change prob-
lem.
In the partially hyperbolic cases instead of smooth orbit rigidity one may hope
at best to have smooth rigidity of neutral foliation when the scheme of [19] is
applicable. For that one needs the following property additional to condition (∗):
(B) The stable directions of various action elements or, equivalently, coarse Lya-
punov distributions,(see Section 5.1), together with the orbit direction, generate the
tangent space as a Lie algebra, i.e. those distributions and their brackets of all
orders generate the Lie algebra linearly.
Still even after smooth rigidity of the orbit foliation has been established, the
problem of differentiable conjugacy is not reduced to a cocycle problem over the
unperturbed action; rather it reduces to the cocycle problem over the perturbed
action; furthermore, the values of the cocycle may be in a non-abelian group: it is
actually the exponential of the central (neutral) distribution.
4.3. Previous work on partially hyperbolic rigidity.
4.3.1. KAM method. In Section 2 if we set H = Rk⋉Rm then we get the suspension
of a toral automorphism action Zk y Tm. The case of actions by commuting
partially hyperbolic automorphisms of a torus satisfying condition (∗′′) is considered
in earnest in 2004 [2] (complete proofs appeared in print). There, because the
phase space of the Poincare´ section is abelian, the algebraic features of the stable
distributions are simpler. However, this comes at a cost, as the stable distributions
will commute. In particular, condition (B) fails in this case. To handle this problem
a new method was introduced: a KAM type iteration scheme formally similar to
that employed by J.Moser [25] in the higher-rank version of a conventional setting
for application of KAM scheme – diffeomorphisms of the circle. The method was
later applied in [6] to obtain weak local rigidity for parabolic actions. The KAM
method is powerful when the calculation in the dual spaces can be carried out in an
explicit way. But generally, the dual space is too complex to carry out corresponding
calculation. This drawback restricts the application only to some special models.
4.3.2. The Computational Geometric method. So far, the most effective method
to treat partially hyperbolic symmetric space examples is the geometric method
developed in developed in [3, 5]. This method bypasses subtleties of analysis and
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representation theory altogether. It builds upon the already mentioned observation
that the problem of differentiable conjugacy reduces to the cocycle problem over the
perturbed action. In this case the condition (∗) implies an even stronger property
(B′):
(B′) The stable directions of various action elements generate the tangent space as
a Lie algebra.
Solution of coboundary equations for actions are built along broken paths con-
sisting of pieces of stable foliations for different elements of the action. It was first
observed in [3] that consistency of such a construction follows in certain cases from
description of generators and relations in the ambient Lie group. In [5] another
key ingredient was introduced: under certain circumstances the web of Lyapunov
foliations is so robust that the construction of solutions of the coboundary equation
carries out to the perturbed action thus providing a solution of the conjugacy prob-
lem in the Ho¨lder category. After that smoothness of the conjugacy is established
by a priori regularity method as in [19].
In [3, 5] a special case G = SL(n,K) (n ≥ 3), K = R or C is considered. In
this case necessary algebraic information can be extracted from the classical work
of Steinberg, Matsumoto and Milnor, see [27, 28, 33]. In these works, the groups
Kalg2 (R) andK
alg
2 (C) appear, so this method is sometimes referred to as the algebraic
K-theory/Geometric method.
The approach of [3,5] was further employed in [1], [37], [38] and [36] for extending
cocycle rigidity and differentiable rigidity from SL(n,R)/Γ and SL(n,C)/Γ to com-
pact homogeneous spaces obtained from semisimple Lie groups. A great strength
of this method is that it requires only C2 closeness for the perturbation, unlike the
KAM scheme where number of derivatives is large and dependent on the data. But
this comes with a price. All previous works required the following key conditions
in order to carry out this scheme:
(C) detailed information about specific generators and relations (algebraic K-
theory) in the ambient group is required, and
(∗′) coarse Lyapunov distributions for the partially hyperbolic restriction should
be the same as for the ambient Cartan action.
This drawback restricts the method can only be used to treat “generic restric-
tions”, i.e., actions satisfy condition (∗′), which is more restrictive than condition
(∗) (see [1, 3, 5, 36, 37]). The only exception appears in [38], where a very detailed
study of the generators and describing is carried out. Because the commutator
relations are highly dependant on the subgroup one chooses, there is no uniform
computation for non-generic restrictions.
Furthermore, no nontrivial progress using this method has been made for the
partially hyperbolic twisted space examples. Since until recently both (C) and (∗′)
were needed to employ the geometric method, the only cases treated were symmet-
ric space examples and twisted cases with all weights detected and not negatively
proportional. In [18], twisted symmetric space examples are considered, but only in
the Anosov setting: this method fails to treat time changes of partially hyperbolic
algebraic actions. There are two main obstacles in extending the rigidity results
for twisted Anosov examples to partially hyperbolic algebraic actions. Geometri-
cally, for partially hyperbolic actions, a weight of the representation may vanish
on the acting group, meaning that one needs to study not only the relationships
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of the coarse Lyapunov foliations in the fibers, but also their interactions with the
Lyapunov foliations of the semisimple part. Algebraically, detailed K-theory is not
available from literature, unlike the symmetric space models, so we may not rely
on any method which would employ condition (C).
4.3.3. The Topological Geometric Method. We expand the rough scheme used in [5]
and [36] in key and subtle ways. The first feature is our treatment of nongeneric
actions. All previous results following the broad scheme used in this paper applied
only to restrictions of Weyl chamber flows. These are special cases of homogeneous
actions where the homomorphism i : A → G determining the action has i(A) a
subset of a split Cartan subgroup. Furthermore, the genericity assumption (∗′)made
certain computations possible in special cases. In particular, in the case of SL(d,R),
these calculations coincided with those done by Milnor in his study of K2(R). The
computations are carried out in split or complex algebraic groups by Steinberg, but
no uniform approach can reproduce the calculations in a general higher-rank Lie
group.
Later, a topological argument showed that a certain structural aspect of these
calculations was sufficint to show local rigidity [36]. That is, that a certain group
extension defined via generating relations among unipotent subgroups was a perfect
central extension. While this extended the class of groups to which one can apply
the geometric method, it did not improve the genericity assumption on actions
for which local rigidity was known. The principal difficulty we must overcome,
then, is to show that this structural aspect still holds even when certain relations
or generators are missing. This requires a careful look at Steinberg and Deodhar’s
proofs, as well as new ideas on how to effectively generate and present the “missing”
generators and relations.
Our techniques also provide a new class of examples: we consider the case of
semidirect products, which correspond to the geometry of twisted symmetric spaces.
The class of semidirect products we consider is very broad: we do not require the
defining representation to be Anosov, nor do we require non-resonance with the
roots, key assumptions in many rigidity results. Because we work so broadly, we
must take great care in understanding the relationships between the coarse Lya-
punov foliations of the semisimple part and the representation part, which, with-
out non-resonance and Anosov assumptions, would be extremely computationally
involved when proceeding brute-force. We employ entirely new arguments and
analysis, which are developed in Section 5.5 and Section 9.1.
4.3.4. Difference between genuinely higher rank and generic acions. The principal
difficulty in studying actions satisfying condition (∗) but not (∗′) is related to the
complexity of the restricted root (and/or weight) systems for arbitrary abelian sub-
groups, for which little is known in the literature (unlike the case of a split Cartan
subgroup).3 In most cases, the restricted root and weight systems of general abelian
groups do not have the usual structures of Cartan root systems, like a canonical
inner product. While a “Weyl group” can be constructed, it is not guaranteed to
act transitively on the Weyl chambers (see Section 2.2). In the symmetric spaces
it is possible to handle the geometric properties in some cases by using generating
relations, but a complete system of generators and manageable relations in twisted
3With few exceptions. For the case treated in [38] the restricted root systems of SL(2n, k), k = R
or C behaves like that of Sp(2n, k).
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spaces are too complicated to compute even for the split Cartan subgroup. In both
symmetric space examples and twisted symmetric space examples coarse Lyapunov
distributions of subgroups of split Cartan may be quite different from those of full
Cartan actions.
4.4. Future Directions. In current paper the genuinely higher rank condition
is necessary for the geometric method. For non-genuinely higher rank actions,
algebraically, the free free product group generated by commutator relations is no
longer a central extension of G; geometrically, cycles of the same homotopy classes
can’t be reduced to each other using allowable substitution of stable cycles.
The authors are working to extend the rigidity results to non-genuinely higher
rank actions and the result will appear in a separate paper. This is not surprising
that this is already the case for standard Anosov action [18] and [19]. If the lattice
Γ is irreducible, then any higher rank actions on M have no rank-one factors and
the regular representations of the translations on the homogeneous space have a
spectral gap, even if G has rank-one factor of non-compact type. This is a deep
result of representation theory.
5. Geometric Preparatory step I: Lyapunov Structures and Central
Extensions
In this part from Section 5.1 to 5.3 we introduce general notations and results
for partially hyperbolic actions. After making a detailed study of coarse Lyapunov
foliations for general abelian homogeneous actions in Section 5.4, we give necessary
and sufficient conditions for simply connected twisted spaces to admit non-trivial
central extensions in Section 5.5.
5.1. Coarse Lyapunov foliations. Let B be a compact manifold. A C1 diffeo-
morphism f : B → B is called partially hyperbolic if there is a continuous invariant
splitting of the tangent bundle TB:
TB = Esa ⊕ E
0 ⊕ Eua
and constants C > 0, 0 < λ− < λ˜− < λ˜+ < λ+, λ− < 1 < λ+ such that for n ≥ 0:
||Dfnv|| ≤ Cλn− ||v|| , v ∈ E
s
a,∣∣∣∣Df−nv∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cλ−n+ ||v|| , v ∈ Eua ,
||Dfnv|| ≤ Cλ˜n+ ||v|| , v ∈ E
0
a,∣∣∣∣Df−nv∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cλ˜−n− ||v|| , v ∈ E0a.
Now assume in addition E0 is a continuous distribution uniquely integrable to a
foliation N with smooth leaves, then α(a) is uniformly normally hyperbolic with
respect to N .
Let α : A → Diff(B) be an abelian action of A on a compact manifold B by
diffeomorphisms of B. If there exists a ∈ A such that α(a) is uniformly normally
hyperbolic with respect to N , we will call such an action α N -normally hyperbolic.
Elements in A which are uniformly normally hyperbolic with respect to N are
called regular. Let A˜ be the set of regular elements. We call an action a partially
hyperbolic A action if the set A˜ is dense in A. In particular, if E0 is the tangent
distribution to the orbit foliation of a normally hyperbolic action, then the action
is called Anosov or hyperbolic.
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Then we have an α-invariant continuous splitting of the tangent bundle TB for
partially hyperbolic A-action α:
TB =
⊕
1≤i≤r
Ei ⊕ E
0
where Ei runs over all maximal nontrivial intersection
⋂
1≤j≤m E
s
bj
for b1, · · · , bm ∈
A˜. We call this decomposition the coarse Lyapunov decomposition of TB. Note that
Ei is tangent to the foliation Fi :=
⋂
1≤j≤mW
s
bj
with C∞ leaves, where Wsbj is the
stable foliation for α(bj). These are the coarse Lyapunov foliations of α. Given a
foliation Fi and x ∈ B we denote by Fi(x) the leaf of Fi through x.
Remark 6. Notations in Section 2 coincide with those in this part for general par-
tially hyperbolic actions.
5.2. Paths and cycles for a collection of foliations. A F -Lyapunov path is a
sequence of points τ = (x0, x1, . . . , xn) such that xi+1 ∈ Fj(i)(xi) for every i. The
sequence (χj(0), . . . , χj(n−1)) is called the combinatorial pattern of τ . The path is
called a cycle if xn = x0. Note that the space of cycles with a fixed base point
carries a canonical product, defined by
τ (1) ∗ τ (2) = (x0, x
(2)
1 , . . . , x
(2)
n2−1
, x0, x
(1)
1 , . . . , x
(1)
n1−1
, x0).
Let P(F) denote the space of paths in the foliation family F (with an understood
fixed base point x0), and C(F) the space of cycles.
5.3. The Pugh-Shub-Wilkinson Ho¨lder leaf conjugacy. A map f :M →M
is θ Ho¨lder if
C = sup
x 6=x′
d(f(x), f(x′))
d(x, x′)
<∞.
we will refer to the number C as to the θ-Ho¨lder norm.
For the translation αA denote its smooth neutral foliation byN and the family of
coarse Lyapunov foliations by U1, · · · ,Ur. The following is an immediate corollary
of the general stability result of Hirsch, Pugh and Shub for diffeomorphisms which
are partially hyperbolic with a smooth neutral foliation (see Section 7 of [12] and
Theorem A of [26]).
Theorem 5.1. Let α˜A be a C
r-small C∞ perturbation of αA, for some r ≥ 1.
then:
(1) α˜A is a partially hyperbolic action with a dense set of regular elements in
A which all have a common neutral foliation N ′ with Cr leaves.
(2) Coarse Lyapunov foliations F1, · · · ,Fr of α˜A are continuous foliations with
smooth leaves which are leafwise Cr-close to the coarse Lyapunov foliations
U1, · · · ,Ur of αA.
(3) There is a bi-̺-Ho¨lder homeomorphism h : M → M , C0 close to idM ,
which maps leaves of N ′ to leaves of N : h(N ′) = N . Furthermore, the
constant ̺ tends to 1 and the ̺-Ho¨lder norm of h is uniformly bounded as
α˜A tends to αA in the C
r-topology.
We call h the Pugh-Shub-Wilkinson conjugacy. Furthermore, h can be chosen
smooth and C1 close to the identity along the leaves of N although we will not use
the latter fact.
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5.4. Course Lyapunov foliations for αA. In this section we will make a detailed
study of the course Lyapunov foliations for αA in both spaces. We continue letting
G denote a semisimple group without rank one factors and Gρ denote a semidirect
product. We will see that it will be sufficient to analyze the Lyapunov structures for
actions which are restrictions of Weyl chamber flows (ie, restrictions of the action
of a Cartan subgroup).
Proposition 5.2. For any abelian subgroup A of G, there exists a split Cartan
subgroup A0 and a homomorphism p : A → A0 such that the coarse Lyapunov
distributions for αA is the same as for αp(A).
Proof. Under the adjoint representation of G for any a ∈ A, Ad(a) with corre-
sponding Jordan-Chevalley normal form decomposition of Ad(G) can be written
as
Ad(a) = exp(Za) exp(Xa) exp(Ya)(3)
for 3 commuting elements, where Za is compact, Xa is R-semisimple, Ya is nilpotent
(see, eg, [9, Proposition 2]).
We claim that exp(Xa) and exp(Xb) also commute for every a, b ∈ A. Indeed,
we can consider the decomposition of g, the Lie algebra of G into generalized
eigenspaces for the action of Ad(a), and for the action of exp(Xa). By assumption
exp(Xa) is a scalar multiple of identity on each generalized eigenspace of Ad(a).
Since b commutes with a, exp(Xb) preserves each generalized eigenspace of Ad(a)
and acts by a scalar multiple in each, which implies that exp(Xa) and exp(Xb)
commute. Then there exists a split Cartan subgroup C in Ad(G) containing all
exp(Xa), a ∈ A. Let A0 be the split Cartan subgroup in G whose image under
the adjoint representation is C. Then Ad is an isomorphism restricted to C, since
A0 ∩ Z(G) = e. So we may define the map p(a) = Ad
−1(exp(Xa)). Then we
get the conclusion immediately since the coarse Lyapunov distributions for αA is
determined by those of the adjoint representation of Ad(A) on g.
The decomposition (3) also implies that we have the corresponding normal form
for a:
a = sakana(4)
where sa = exp(Xa) ∈ G is R-semisimple, ka is compact and na = exp(Ya) ∈ G
is nilpotent. It is clear that sa and na commute and kasa = sakaz1 and kana =
nakaz2, where z1, z2 ∈ Z(G). Since Z(G) is finite, there exists n ∈ N such that
kas
n
ak
−1
a = s
n
a , which implies that Ad(ka)(Xa) = Xa. This shows that ka and sa
commute. Similarly, we get kana = naka.
So we conclude that p(a) = sa and Ad(kana) has all eigenvalues of modulus 1.
So we get the result.

Using (4) we set ϕ(a) = Ad(kana) for any a ∈ A. Then ϕ is a homomorphism
since ϕ(a) commutes with Ad(p(b)) for all a, b ∈ A. We get this by observing that
Ad(p(b)) acts by homotheties on sums of generalized eigenspaces of Ad(a). Then
we get the next result immediately:
Corollary 5.3. For any abelian subgroup A of G, let N be the centralizer of A in
G. Then there exists a homomorphism ϕ : A → GL(Lie(N)), such that Ad(a) on
Lie(N) is the same as ϕ(a) on Lie(N) for any a ∈ A.
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We now make similar observations for the twisted spaces Gρ.
Proposition 5.4. For any abelian subgroup A of Gρ, there exists a split Cartan
subgroup A0 of G, a homomorphism p : A → A0 and an element s ∈ Gρ such that
the coarse Lyapunov distributions for αsAs−1 is the same as for αp(A).
Proof. For any c ∈ Gρ we have the expression (gc, vc), where gc ∈ G and vc ∈ RN .
Then the set gA = {ga, a ∈ A} is an abelian subgroup of G. From the decomposition
(4) in Proposition 5.2 we see that for any a ∈ A the generalized eigenspaces for
ρ(ga) is determined by those of p(gA) where p is as defined in Proposition 5.2.
Recall notation in Section 2.2. Choose a regular element a ∈ A. Then a =
(ga, va). Note that I − ρ(ga) on the subspace W =
∑
06=φ∈ΦA,ρ eφ is invertible.
Denote by (I − ρ(ga))−1 |W the inverse map on W . We assume that e0 = {0} if
there is no 0 weight in ΦA,ρ.
We have a decomposition of va =
∑
φ∈ΦA,ρ va,φ, where va,φ ∈ eφ. Set u =∑
06=φ∈ΦA,ρ va,φ. Then ρ(ga)u ∈ W . Set u
′ = −(I − ρ(ga))−1|W (ρ(ga)u) and
s = (ga, u
′). Then by easy computation we have
sas−1 =
(
ga, ρ(ga)va,0
)
.
Note that ρ(ga)va,0 ∈ e0. Next we will show that vsbs−1 ∈ e0 for any b ∈ A. It
suffices to show that for any c ∈ Gρ, if c commute with
(
ga, ρ(ga)va,0
)
then vc ∈ e0.
Since c commute with
(
ga, ρ(ga)va,0
)
then gc commute with ga and vc should satisfy
the following identity:
ρ(gc)
−1
(
ρ(ga)va,0
)
−
(
ρ(ga)va,0
)
= ρ(ga)
−1(vc)− vc.
Writing vc = u1 + u2 where u1 ∈ W and u2 ∈ e0 and noting that ρ(gc)−1 preserve
e0, we have
ρ(ga)
−1(u1)− u1 = 0.
This follows from that fact that the left side the above equation is in e0, then the
projection of the right side to W should be 0. Since I − ρ(ga)−1 is invertible on W
then we see that u1 = 0. This shows that vc ∈ e0. Then any element in sAs−1 has
the decomposition into two commuting terms:
(p(sga), 0)(kganga , va), ∀a ∈ A.
where va ∈ e0 (see notations in (4)). Then we finish the proof.

From (2) we see that ρ(g)v = gvg−1 for any g ∈ G and v ∈ RN . Then similar to
Corollary 5.3, we get the next result by letting ϕ(a) = Ad(kana, va):
Corollary 5.5. For any abelian subgroup A of G, let s be the element as described
in Proposition 5.4. Let N be the centralizer of sAs−1 in Gρ. Then there exists a
homomorphism ϕ : A→ GL(Lie(N)), such that Ad(sas−1) on Lie(N) is the same
as ϕ(a) on Lie(N) for any a ∈ A.
5.5. Central Extensions of Twisted spaces with Symplectic Contribu-
tions. Recall notations in Section 2.2. For the twisted symmetric space examples,
notice that in gρ
[(X1, 0), (X2, 0)] = [X1, X2]g and [(X, 0), (0, t)] = dρ(X)t(5)
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where X1 , X2 , X ∈ g, t ∈ RN ; [·, ·]g denotes the Lie bracket in g and dρ is the
induced Lie algebra representation on RN from ρ. By complete reducibility for
representations of semisimple groups, there is a decomposition of
RN =
⊕
i∈I
RNi ,(6)
such that ρ is irreducible over R on each RNi and hence ρ is irreducible over R on
each RNi . Since there is no invariant subspace such that Lie(G) acts trivially (see
assumption about Γ in Section 2.2) it follows the group Gρ is perfect.
Definition 5.1. Let S be an abstract group. A central extension of S is a pair
(θ, S′) where S′ is a group, θ is a homomorphism of S′ onto S and ker θ ⊂ Z(S′).
We state a result which is very useful for the discussion (see Section 7 of [34]):
Fact 5.1. If Ψ1 : E → F and Ψ2 : F → F1 are central extensions, then so is
Ψ1 ◦Ψ2 : E → F1 provided E is perfect.
Unlike the symmetric space examples, even if G is simply connected, there may
exist non-trivial perfect Lie central extensions of the semidirect product G⋉ρ R
N .
We prove the following:
Proposition 5.6. Suppose Gρ is simply connected. Then it admits a non-trivial
perfect Lie central extension if and only if it has a symplectic contribution (see
Definition 3.4).
Proof. First, assume that there is some nontrivial antisymmetric bilinear form ω
on RN × RN invariant under G (see Definition 3.4). Set h = gρ ⊕ RZ as a vector
space. Note that gρ = g⋉dρ R
N . Define a bracket {·, ·} on h as follows:
{X1 + V1 + t1Z,X2 + V2 + t2Z} = [X1 + V1, X2 + V2]gρ + ω(V1, V2)Z.
where [, ]gρ is the usual Lie algebra structure on gρ. Next, we show that {·, ·} is in
fact a Lie bracket on h. Antisymmetry of the operator follows from antisymmetry
of [·, ·]gρ and ω. To check that {, } satisfies the Jacobi identity it is sufficient to
show that
{{X,V }, V ′}+ {{V, V ′}, X}+ {{V ′, X}, V } = 0 for all X ∈ g and V, V ′ ∈ RN ,
which is guaranteed by invariance of ω and the fact that the adjoint representation
of g is antisymmetric under ϕ.
Let H be the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra h. Since [h, h] = h by
construction, H is also perfect. It is clear that the natural projection j : h → gρ
is central and is a Lie algebra homeomorphism, which induces a homeomorphism
J between H and Gρ. Let K = kerJ and K
◦ be the connected component of K
containing the identity. Then K◦ is a closed subgroup in the center of H since j is
central. Then we have the following sequence:
H
π1−→ H/K◦
π2−→ (H/K◦)/(K/K◦) ∼= Gρ.
Note that π1 ◦ π2 = J and π1 and π2 are both central (π2 in central since K/K◦
is discrete in G′ρ/K
◦). Hence J is central following from Fact 5.1. Hence H is a
central extension of Gρ.
Now, we prove the converse. Assume that H is a perfect central extension of
Gρ with projection Θ, and K = kerΘ. Let H
◦ be the connected component of
identity in H . Since Gρ is connected Θ restricted on H is surjective. This shows
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that H = H◦ · Z. Then the commutator group [H,H ] = H = [H◦, H◦] ⊂ H◦ since
Z is in the center. This implies that H is also connected.
Choose a Levi deomposition of h = Lie(H) as h = hss ⋉ hsolv. Then
gρ = dΘ(h) = dΘ(hss)⋉ dΘ(hsolv).
Since Levi decompositions are unique up to adjoint conjugation, we may without
loss of generality assume that dΘ(hss) = g and dΘ(hsolv) = e. Since ker dΘ∩g = {0},
we know that dΘ|hss is an isomorphism, and conclude that h ∼= g⋉n, where n is the
radical of h which projects onto RN . For the adjoint representation of g on n we have
a decomposition: n =
∑
i ni such that each ni is irreducible by complete reducibility
of semisimple Lie algebra. It is clear that ni ∩ z 6= {0} if and only if dimni = 1.
This shows that z =
∑
dim ni=1 ni and dΘ is isomorphic on R
N =
∑
dimni>1 ni.
Hence we get n = RN ⊕ z as vector space and the adjoint representation of g on RN
in h is isomorphic to that of g on RN in gρ. Finally, perfectness of h implies that
z = [RN ,RN ]. In particular, e is nonabelian if z is non-trivial. In h we have
0 = [X, [V1, V2]] + [V1, [X,V2]] + [[X,V1], V2]
= [V1, ad(X)(V2)] + [ad(X)(V1), V2](7)
for anyX ∈ g and V1, V2 ∈ RN . This shows that the Lie bracket [ , ]h : RN×RN → z
is invariant under the adjoint representation of g in gρ. But by projecting z down
to a 1-dimensional subspace, we obtain an invariant anti-symmetric 2-form, and
hence a symplectic contribution. Hence we finish the proof. 
Let IG ⊂
∧2(RN )∗ denote the collection of ρ-invariant 2-forms on RN . From
the proof of Proposition 5.6, we see that the following is well-defined:
Definition 5.2. Choose a basis ω1, . . . , ωn of IG, and define a Lie algebra whose
vector space structure is given by g′ρ = g ⊕ e ⊕ z, and whose algebra structure is
given by:
[(X1, V1, Z1), (X2, V2, Z2)] =(
[X1, X2]g, dρ(X1)V2 − dρ(X2)V1, ω1(V1, V2), . . . , ωn(V1, V2)
)
Then define the group G′ρ to be the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra
g′ρ, and let Θ : G
′
ρ → Gρ be the canonical projection. We call G
′
ρ the universal Lie
central extension of Gρ.
Observe that G′ρ is still a semidirect product of G˜, the universal cover of G,
and a simply connected nilpotent Lie group E′ = exp(RN ⊕ z) (see, eg, [35]). The
multiplication is therefore given as:
(g1, x1) · (g2, x2) = (g1g2, ρ
′(g−12 )(x1)x2)
where ρ′(g−12 )(x1) = g
−1
2 x1g2 satisfying ρ ◦Θ = Θ ◦ ρ
′.
Proposition 5.7. Suppose that
1→ Z → H → Gρ → 1
is a central extension of Gρ by an abelian Lie group Z. Then there is a unique
homomorphism φ : G′ρ → H equivariant over Gρ. In particular, any perfect Lie
central extension of Gρ is a factor of G
′
ρ.
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Proof. Since G′ρ is simply connected, it suffices to show the result at the level of
Lie algebras. Note that g′ρ
∼= g ⋉ (RN ⊕ z0) and that h ∼= g ⋉ (RN ⊕ z) (where
the direct sums are vector space direct sums). Recall that [RN ,RN ]g′ρ = z0 and
[RN ,RN ]h ⊂ z (this follows from the proof of Proposition 5.6). Then given V ∈ z0,
we can write it as V =
∑m
i=1[Y1,i, Y2,i]g′ρ , with Y1,i, Y2,i ∈ R
N . So define dφ(V ) =∑m
i=1[Y1,i, Y2,i]h. To see that this is well defined, observe that if
∑m
i=1[Y1,i, Y2,i]g′ρ =∑m′
j=1[Y
′
1,j , Y
′
2,j ]g′ρ , then
∑m
i=1 ω(Y1,i, Y2,i) =
∑m′
j=1 ω(Y
′
1,j , Y
′
2,j) for every ω ∈ IG.
Then if we choose a basis B = {X1, . . . , Xk} of z, we see that it determines invariant
2-forms via the formula:
[Y1, Y2]h =
k∑
i=1
ωi(Y1, Y2)Xi
So since these 2-forms determine the bracket in h, we get that the definition of
dφ on z0 is well-defined and unique. It is constructed exactly so that it extends in
the obvious way to a Lie algebra homomorphism dφ : g′ρ → h.
For the final part of the Proposition, we need to show that if H is perfect, dφ
is surjective onto z. Observe that if H is perfect it must be connected (as in the
proof of the second part of 5.6). Then perfectness implies [h, h] = h, so the algebra
z = [RN ,RN ]h. So we can write any X ∈ z as X = [Y1, Y2]h = dφ([Y1, Y2]gρ). Hence
we get that H is a factor of G′ρ.

Corollary 5.8. The definition of G′ρ is independent of the choice of basis of IG.
Let {gi}i∈J be a basis of g with rational entries. Then IG is exactly the subspace
of
∧2(RN )∗ satisfying:
ω(dρ(gi)w1, w2) = −ω(w1, dρ(gi)w2), ∀ i ∈ J, ∀w1, w2 ∈ R
N .
Since dρ is Q-rational, there is a basis {ωl}l∈L of
∧2(RN )∗ with rational coefficients.
Let G′ρ be the Lie group determined by this basis (see Definition 5.2). Let Γ
′ be
the lattice in ‹G covering Γ and Z = ZN ⊂ z. Then since ‹G sits inside of G′ρ, so
does Γ′. Then define the subgroup Γ′ρ =
¨
Γ′, expG′ρ(Z)
∂
of G′ρ.
Let X1, . . . , XN be the standard basis of Z
N . Then we see that when combined
with a rational basis of 2-forms to define g′ρ, it is a basis with rational structure
constants. By Malcev’s criterion for nilpotent groups, expG′ρ(Z) generates a lattice
in E′. Then we get the following immediately:
Lemma 5.9. Γ′ρ is a lattice in G
′
ρ and Θ(Γ
′
ρ) = Γρ, where Θ : G
′
ρ → Gρ is the
projection.
Then Gρ is then isomorphic to the double coset space R\(G′ρ/Γ
′
ρ), where R =
exp(z)/L = Tdim z.
5.6. Useful notations. We try as much as possible to develop a unified systems of
notations. We will use notations from this section throughout subsequent sections.
So the reader should consult this section if an unfamiliar symbol appears.
1. For any group S and its subgroup S1, we use Z(S) to denote it center, CS(S1)
to denote the centralizer of S1 in S. If Hj , j ∈ J are subgroups of S, let
∏
j∈J Hj
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(or 〈Hj〉 denote the subgroup generated by Hj , j ∈ J . For any subset L ⊂ S, we
let FL be the free group with generating set L.
2. We use G to denote G or Gρ; and use G0 to denote the universal cover G˜ of G
or a fixed maximal perfect central Lie extension G′ρ of Gρ. Fix a right invariant
metric d on G0. We denote by B(h, r) the ball in G˜ centered at h with radius r.
Let Γ′ be the corresponding lattice in G˜ covering the lattice Γ ⊂ G. Then G/Γ
is isomeric to G˜/Γ′. Then d induces the metrics on G and G/Γ, which is also
denoted by d. There exists c1 > 0 such that, for any h ∈ G˜0, B(h, c1) projects
homeomorphically onto its image in G/Γ.
Write Lie(G′ρ) = g⊕ R
N ⊕ z under the isomorphism in proof of Proposition 5.6
and e is the center. Let Γ′ρ be the corresponding lattice in G
′
ρ covering the lattice
Γρ ⊂ Gρ as described at the end of Section 5.5. We see that d also induces metrics
on Gρ and Gρ/Γρ. There exists c2 > 0 such that, for any h ∈ G′ρ, the set
B¯(h, c2) = {g exp(v)h : v ∈ e, g ∈ G˜ and d(g exp(v), e) < c2}
projects homeomorphically onto its image in Gρ and Gρ/Γρ.
3. Let αA be as described in Section 2. p : A→ A0 will denote the homomorphism
described in Proposition 5.2 and 5.4. Let N denote the centralizer of p(A). For
the twisted space we may assume that A ⊂ G · N by conjugating by the element
s of Proposition 5.4. Since the exponential maps on Lie(A0) are both injective in
G0 and G, we can naturally lift p to map valued in a split Cartan subgroup in G0,
which is still denoted by p.
Let ΛA denote ∆A or ∆A
⋃
Φ∗A,ρ, where Φ
∗
A,ρ = ΦA,ρ\0. We call r ∈ ∆A0
detected if r|A 6= 0, i.e., r descends to a root in ∆A, otherwise we say that r is
undetected.
For any φ ∈ ΛA let U[φ] be the corresponding subgroup of G with Lie algebra
g(φ). Note that later if we write U[φ], φ ∈ ∆A0 , then it denotes the root subgroups
for root system ∆A0 . It is clear that U[φ], φ ∈ ∆A is the product of groups U[r],
r ∈ ∆A0 such that r|A = λφ for some λ > 0.
If G = Gρ, for any r ∈ ∆A ∪ Φ∗A,ρ, let g
(r)
G =
∑
λ>0 gλr and g
(r)
e =
∑
λ>0 eλr;
and let UG,[r] and Ue,[r] be the corresponding subgroup of Gρ respectively. Let
Ue,[r],i = Ue,[r]
⋂
RNi , i ∈ I (see Section 5.5). Then U[r] is generated by UG,[r] and
Ue,[r] and Ue,[r] is generated by Ue,[r],i, i ∈ I.
4. SupposeM = G/Γ. Note that A ∼= Zk×Rl (or its image in G). Let Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ l
be the corresponding elements in g such that the flows {exp(tXi)}t∈R, 1 ≤ i ≤ l
generate Rl ⊂ A. We note that for any x, y ∈ G0 if they project to an abelian pair
in G then [x, y] ∈ Z(G˜). This observation implies that the subgroup A1 generated
by the flows {exp(tXi)}t∈R in G′, 1 ≤ i ≤ l is abelian.
Let gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k be a set of corresponding elements in G˜ covering the generators
of Zk ⊂ A. Note that each gi is in CG˜(A1), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, since Z(G˜) is discrete.
However, the set {gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k} may be non-abelian and we have
gigj = gjgigi,j , gi,j ∈ Z(G˜).
In particular, if A is inside the split Cartan subgroup then A1 is abelian.
Let A˜ be the set containing {gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k} and A1, and for any a ∈ A denote the
corresponding element in A˜ by a˜. Then we obtain an action of FA˜ on G0 generated
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by left translations α(a˜, ·), which is denoted by αA˜. It is clear that translations in
αA˜ preserve stable/unstable foliations of each other. Thus we can also define the
coarse Lyapunov foliations for αA˜, which are the same as those for αp(A) (see 3.).
5. Suppose M = Gρ/Γρ. For any c ∈ Gρ we have the expression (gc, vc), where
gc ∈ G and vc ∈ RN . The set AG = {ga, a ∈ A} is an abelian subgroup in G. Set
a′ = (g′a, expG′ρ(log va)) for any a ∈ A, where g
′
a is the corresponding element in
A˜G as defined in 4..
Remark 7. Note that the set A′ = {a′, a ∈ A} may no longer be an abelian set
again in G′ρ. In fact for any a
′, b′ and x ∈ G′ρ we have
a′b′ = b′a′cz, for some c ∈ exp(z) and z ∈ Z(G˜).(8)
In particular, z ∈ Z(G′ρ) since z projects to identity in Gρ.
If there is no symplectic contrubtion of ρ, then c is trivial, since z = {0} in this
case.
Let αA′ denote FA′ action generated by left translations α(a
′, ·) on G0 for any
a ∈ A. (8) shows translations in αA′ preserve stable/unstable foliations of each
other. Thus we can also define the coarse Lyapunov foliations for αA′ , which are
the same as those for αp(A).
6. Geometric Preparatory step II: Lifting from homogeneous space
to Lie group
In this part we set up all the ingredients that will be use later to prove cocycle
rigidity for perturbations, which is the principal step toward the proof of Theorem
3.1 and ??. After conjugating the perturbation with the Hirsch-Pugh-Shub con-
jugacy h , the perturbation has the same neutral foliations as for αA (see Section
6.1). Hence we set up a twisted cocycle (see Definition 6.1) over the conjugated
perturbation; then we lift both αA and the conjugated perturbation to G0 (see 2.)
and make a detailed study of dynamical properties of both quasi-nil extensions (see
Definition 3.5). Then we construct the periodic cycle functional for the conjugated
perturbation in Section 6.3.
6.1. Actions and cocycles on homogeneous space. Let α˜A be a C
∞ A-action
close to αA in C
1 topology. The neutral foliation for αA is a smooth foliation, we
may use the Pugh-Shub-Wilkinson structural stability theorem to conjugate the
small perturbation α˜A to an action αA preserving the neutral foliation N of αA via
a bi-̺-Ho¨lder conjugacy h, where ̺ is only dependent on αA and the C
1-closeness of
α˜A. This has been explained already in Sections 5.3. Thus α¯A is a small ̺-Ho¨lder
perturbation of αA along the leaves of the neutral foliation N whose leaves are
{N · x : x ∈ M} (see 3. of Section 5.6), although it can be chosen to be smooth
along the leaves of that foliation.
Then we have that αA is given by a map β : A×M → N by
α¯A(a, x) = β(a, x) · αA(a, x)(9)
for a ∈ A and x ∈ M . Note that β is C0 close to identity. Furthermore, it is a
κ-Ho¨lder map with small Ho¨lder norm, where κ = ̺2.
Since A may fail to commute with N , β is not in general a cocycle over αA.
Instead, we need to address the case of twisted cocycles:
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Definition 6.1. Let S be a Lie group and ψ : A → Aut(S) is a homomorphism
(we will denote the automorphism ψ(a) by ψa) and α an action of A on a manifold
B, a cocycle over α taking values in S twisted by ψ is a map β : A × B → S such
that:
β(ab, x) = β(a, αb(x))ψa(β(b, x)).(10)
β is said to be cohomologous to a constant (ie, independent of x ∈ B) twisted cocycle
there exists a map i : A → S satisfying i(ab) = i(a)ψa(i(b)) and a continuous
transfer map T : B → S such that for all a ∈ A
β(a, x) = T (αa(x))i(a)ψa(T (x))
−1.
We say that ψ is a slow twist (or that β is slowly twisted) if there exists a homeo-
morphism ι : A → S such that ψa is given by conjugation of ι(a) with eigenvalues
of Ad(ι(a)) all of modulus 1 on Lie(S).
Lemma 6.1. β in (9) is a twisted cocycle over αA with ψa, a ∈ A given by the
conjugation of a.
Proof. Since A is abelian we have
α¯A(ab, x) = α¯A(a, α¯A(b, x)) = β(a, α¯A(b, x)) · αA(a, α¯A(b, x))
= β(a, α¯A(b, x)) · a · β(b, x) · αA(b, x)
On the other hand,
α¯A(ab, x) = β(ab, x) · αA(ab, x).
This implies
β(ab, x) = β(a, α¯A(b, x)) · aβ(b, x)a
−1 = β(a, α¯A(b, x)) · ψa(β(b, x)).(11)
Then β is a twisted cocycle over α¯A. 
Remark 8. In fact Corollary 5.3 and 5.5 imply that β is slowly twisted in both
senses. Note that if N is inside CG(A0), then we are in the case of an untwisted
cocycle, since the conjugation action will be trivial. This is the case for restrictions
of split Cartan actions.
6.2. Lifting of perturbed actions and cocycles. In 4. and 5. of Section 5.6,
we lifted αA to an FA˜-action αA˜ or to an FA′ -action αA′ , which may fail to give rise
to A-actions. Our goal in this subsection will be to study the dynamical properties
of liftings of the conjugated perturbed action αA on G0. Recall Definition 3.4.
We consider two types of actions separately: An action introduced in Section 2
will be called Type II if it is a twisted symmetric space example which has both a
symplectic contribution and zero weight for A. Otherwise, we call it Type I. Note
that Type I actions are exactly the actions satisfying the conditions of Theorem
3.1.
Fix a compact generating set A in A. First, we show how to lift αA(a, ·) for each
a ∈ A for both types in a uniform way, which is standard. Let G = Lie(G) and
G0 = Lie(G0). First, recall that αA(a, x) = β(a, x)αA(a, x). Since β(a, x) ∈ N and
is close to the identity (for elements of A), we can write β(a, x) = expG(β0(a, x)) for
some β0 : A×M → Lie(N). Recall that there is a canonical vector space splitting
G→ G0 (see Definition 5.2), so that we identify G with a subspace of G0 (however,
it is only a subalgebra if G = G0). Then define:
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αˆA(a, g) = expG0(β0(a, x))ag
on the group G0. Note that αˆA(a, gγ) = αˆ(a, g)γ for every γ ∈ Γ′ (resp Γ′ρ), so
α is indeed a well-defined lift.
Fix a sufficiently small 0 < c < c0 such that for any a ∈ A and h ∈ G0 αˆA(a)
maps B(h, c) inside B
(
αˆA(a, h), c0
)
. Let j denote the projection from G0 to M .
For Type I actions, for any h′ ∈ B(h, c) if
αA(a, j(h
′)) = gh′ · αA(a, j(h)),(12)
where gh′ ∈ G is close to identity, then
αˆA(a, h
′) = expG0(logG gh′) · αˆA(a, h).(13)
Notice that Type I actions are exactly those action for which N embeds into
G0 as a subgroup (instead of a submanifold) via the exponential mapping. This
implies that, for Type I actions,
αˆA(a) ◦ αˆA(b)x = c(a, b)(αˆA(b) ◦ αˆA(a)x)(14)
for any a, b ∈ A and c(a, b) = [a˜, b˜] ∈ G0 (resp. [a
′, b′]) is an element of Z(G) ∩ Γ
(we choose fixed, continuously varying representatives a˜ (resp. a′) in the group
G0 as in 4. and 5.). Notice that this only occurs for discrete actions, for ac-
tions of Rk since c depends continuously on a and b. Notice also that this defi-
ciency already occurs for the homogeneous action. (12) and (13) show that the
leaves of stable/unstable/netrual foliations for αA can be uniquely lifted to leaves
of stable/unstable/netrual foliations for αˆA correspondingly; and (14) shows that
elements in αˆA preserve stable/unstable foliations of each other.
For Type II actions, (14) changes to
αˆA(a) ◦ αˆA(b)x = c(a, b) · c
′(a, b, x) · (αˆA(b) ◦ αˆA(a)x)
where c′(a, b, x) is a continuous function taking values in exp(z). Hence Type II
actions may fail to preserve stable/unstable foliations of each other. If we suppose
the smooth perturbation α˜A admits a quasi-nil extension, then conjugate this ex-
tension with H˜ , where H˜ is the lifting of h on G0 obtained by observing that it
is close to the identity, so we may write it as left translation by some small group
element. Denote the resulted set of homeomorphisms by αˆA.
We can lift the cocycle β to A × G0 by pullback (ie, β(a, x˜) = β(a, x), where
x˜ ∈ G0 projects to x ∈ M). Then even though the lifted set A˜ or A′ may fail to
be abelian, because they lift the action on the base and the cocycle is constant on
fibers, we have
β(ab, x˜) = β(a, α̂A(b, x˜)) · ψa(β(b, x˜)).(15)
So β is also called a twisted cocycle over α̂A.
6.3. Slowly twisted cocycle and potential function. The contents of this sec-
tion form generalizations of results from [3, Section 3] and [21, Lemma 4.1 & 4.2] to
the case of twisted cocycles. We require this adaptation to address the case when
αA is not the restriction of a split Cartan action and its quasi-nil extensions. As we
have seen in Proposition 5.2 and 5.4 the leaves of the neutral foliation for αA (or
a quasi-nil extension) is N = CG(p(A)), not CGG (A), which results in the difficulty
since we need to handle twisted cocycles instead of cocycles. All the properties in
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our setting are similar to those in previous papers for small untwisted cocycles or
cocycles over compact or abelian groups (see [3], [21], [4]).
In this part we prove general results for C0-small slowly twisted κ-Ho¨lder cocyles
over a partially hyperbolic A-action taking values in N . We now begin the task of
defining the periodic cycle functional. We desire a function family on the foliations
f(x, ·) : Ti(x)→ N having the properties that f(x, x) = e and:
(16) f(αa(x), αa(y)) = β(a, x)ψa(f(x, y))β(a, y)
−1
for all a ∈ A. If this formula holds, then we may apply it to an and rearrange to
get:
f(x, y) = ψa−n(β(a
n, x)−1f(αa
n
(x), αa
n
(y))β(an, y))
If we choose a which contracts the Ti(x), then the middle term on the right hand
side should tend to some f(z, z) = e. This suggests defining the potential:
Definition 6.2. We define N -valued potential of β as
pβ,a(x, y) = lim
n→δ∞
ψa−n(β(a
n, x)−1β(an, y))(17)
where δ ∈ {+, −}, and if x is on a stable (resp. unstable) leaf of y under αa we
take δ = + (resp. δ = −).
The next proposition justifies the definition for pβ,a(x, y) for small slowly twisted
κ-Ho¨lder cocycles. Before the proof we state two technical facts which allow us to
control the order of the twist effectively.
Fact 6.1. Suppose S ⊂ GL(n,R) is a compact abelian set such that for any s ∈ S
all of the eigenvalues s of modulus 1. Then for every ε > 0 there exists a norm on
Rn under which the matrix norm ||·|| of s is less than ε+ 1 for any s ∈ S.
We briefly justify this fact. There exists a basis under which s is an upper
triangular matrix for any s ∈ S. Since the eigenvalues of s all have modulus 1, so
must the entries of the diagonal of s in this basis for any s ∈ S. Then consider the
matrix
diag(λ⌊n/2⌋, λ⌊n/2⌋−1, . . . , λ1−⌊n/2⌋, λ−⌊n/2⌋), for λ < 1.
This matrix contracts every upper triangular matrix, and all of the entries are
multiplied by a power of λ. Thus, if we choose λ sufficiently small, if we scale the
chosen basis appropriately, we get the norm of Rn under this basis.
Fact 6.2. Fix a right invariant metric d on N . Then for any norm ||·|| on its Lie
algebra h there is a small neighborhood V of 0 ∈ h such that exp : V → N is a
diffeomorphism. Furthermore, there exist constants c1, c2 (dependent on ||·|| and
d) such that
c1 ||v|| ≤ d(exp v, e) ≤ c2 ||v|| , for ∀v ∈ V.
For any a ∈ A, we denote by λ±(a) the contraction and expansion coefficients of
αa, defined by
Set ǫ = mina∈A{λ+(a)−
1
2 , λ−(a)
1
2 }. Suppose β is a κ-Ho¨lder slowly twisted
cocycle. Fix a norm ||·|| on Lie(N) such that supa∈A,δ=±1
∣∣∣∣Ad(ι(a))δ∣∣∣∣ < ǫκ/3 (see
Definition 6.1), under the matrix norm (see Fact 6.1).
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Proposition 6.2. If β satisfies:
sup
a∈A, x∈B, δ=±1
∣∣∣∣∣∣Ad(β(a, x))δ∣∣∣∣∣∣ < ǫκ/3.(18)
Then:
(1) (17) is well defined for any a ∈ A. Furthermore, pβ,a depends continuously
on x and y along a stable (unstable) leaf for α(a).
(2) pβ,a(x, y) = pβ,b(x, y) for any a, b ∈ A if x and y are inside a stable or
unstable leaf for α(a) and α(b).
Proof. Proof of (1): We prove the case when x and y are on a stable leaf of a.
Then ǫκ/3 < λ+(a)
−κ/3. For ease of notation, we will denote the action of α by
αa(x) = a · x. Let γn(x, y) = ψa−n(β(a
n, x)−1β(an, y)). Iterating (10) we have
γn+1(x, y)γn(x, y)
−1 = ψbn−1
(
β(a, an · x)−1β(a, an · y)
)
(19)
where bn−1 = a
−1β(a, x)−1a−1β(a, a · x)−1 · · · a−1β(a, an−1 · x)−1.
Write
β(a, an · x)−1β(a, an · y) = exp(cn) and β(a, a
n · y)β(a, an · x)−1 = exp(pn)
where cn, pn ∈ Lie(N) (they are small and hence must be exponential).
Since exp(cn) = β(a, a
n · y)−1 exp(pn)β(a, an · y), by using Fact 6.2 and the
assumption about β, for big enough n we have
||cn|| ≤ c
−1
1 d
(
exp
(
Ad(β(a, an · y)−1)pn
)
, e
)
≤ c−11 c2
∣∣∣∣Ad(β(a, an · y)−1)pn∣∣∣∣
≤ c−11 c2ǫ
κ/3 ||pn|| ≤ c
−2
1 c2ǫ
κ/3d
(
β(a, an · x), β(a, an · y)
)
≤ c−21 c2ǫ
κ/3C(β, a)λ+(a)
nκdB(x, y)
κ,(20)
where C(β, a) is the Ho¨lder norm of β(a, ·).
By definition we have γn+1(x, y)γn(x, y)
−1 = exp
(
Ad(bn−1)cn
)
. Then by using
Fact 6.2 for big enough n we have
d
(
γn+1(x, y), γn(x, y)
)
= d
(
γn+1(x, y)γn(x, y)
−1, e
)
≤ c2 ||Ad(bn−1)cn||
≤ Πn−1j=0
( ∣∣∣∣Ad(ι(a))−1∣∣∣∣ · ∣∣∣∣Ad(β(a, aj · x))∣∣∣∣ ) ||cn||
≤ ǫnκ/3 · ǫnκ/3 · c−21 c2ǫ
κ/3C(β, a)λ+(a)
nκdB(x, y)
κ
≤ c−21 c2C(β, a)λ
(n−1)κ/3dB(x, y)
κ.(21)
Hence γn(x, y) is a Cauchy sequence which implies that (17) is well defined.
(20) and (21) also hold for any n if d(x, y) is small enough. This shows that
d(γn(x, y), e) ≤
n∑
j=1
d
(
γj(x, y), γj−1(x, y)
)
≤
n∑
j=1
c−21 c2C(β, a)λ
(j−1)κ/3dB(x, y)
κ ≤ C(β, a)′dB(x, y)
κ.
Let n→∞ we get
d(pβ,a(x, y), e) ≤ C(β, a)
′dB(x, y)
κ
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if d(x, y) is small enough. This also implies the continuity in x and y. The case
when x and y are on a unstable leaf can be proved by using the same method.
Hence we finish the proof.
Proof of (2): We first note that if β is a cocycle over α then for any a, b ∈ A we
have
pβ,b(a · x, a · y) = β(a, x)ψb(pβ,b(x, y))β(a, y)
−1, and
pβ,a(a · x, a · y) = β(a, x)ψa(pβ,a(x, y))β(a, y)
−1.
This implies that
pβ,b(a · x, a · y)pβ,a(a · x, a · y)
−1 = β(a, x)ψa
(
pβ,b(x, y)pβ,a(x, y)
−1
)
β(a, x)−1.
Set rn = pβ,b(a
n · x, an · y)pβ,a(a
n · x, an · y)−1. Therefore, above equation shows
that for each n ∈ Z:
r0 = d
−1
n rndn,
where dn = β(a, a
n−1 · x)aβ(a, an−2 · x)a · · ·β(a, x)a.
By using (19) for big enough n (resp. for big enough −n) we have
||log rn|| ≤ c
−1
1 d(pβ,b(a
n · x, an · y), e) + c−11 d(pβ,a(a
n · x, an · y), e)
≤ c(β, a, b)λ+(a)
κndB(x, y)
κ.
Furthermore, similar to (21) we have
d(r0, e) = d(d
−1
n rndn, e) ≤ c2
∣∣∣∣log(d−1n rndn)∣∣∣∣ = ||Ad(dn−1) log rn||
≤ Πn−1j=0
( ∣∣∣∣Ad(ι(a))−1∣∣∣∣ · ∣∣∣∣Ad(β(a, aj · x))−1∣∣∣∣ ) ||log rn||
≤ c(β, a, b)λ+(a)
nκ/3dB(x, y)
κ.
By letting n→∞ (n→ −∞), the right hand side of the expression above tends to
zero. Thus r0 = e and this implies the conclusion. 
As an immediate corollary to above proposition, we get
Corollary 6.3. pβ,a(x, y) depends continuously on x and y.
Proof. (21) implies that there is δ > 0 such that if dB(x, x
′) + dB(y, y
′) < δ for any
x′, y′ ∈M , then∑
n≥m
d
(
γn+1(x
′, y′), γn(x
′, y′)
)
≤ Cx,yλ+(a)
mκ/3dB(x, y)
κ.
if x′ and y′ are on a stable leaf of a, where Cx,y is a constant dependent only on
x, y. Note that for any ǫ > 0
d
(
pβ,a(x, y), pβ,a(x
′, y′)
)
≤
∑
0≤i≤m
d
(
γi(x
′, y′), γi(x, y)
)
+
∑
n≥m+1
d
(
γn+1(x
′, y′), γn(x
′, y′)
)
+
∑
n≥m+1
d
(
γn+1(x, y), γn(x, y)
)
≤
∑
0≤i≤m
d
(
γi(x
′, y′), γi(x, y)
)
+ 2ǫ
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if m is big enough. This shows the continuity if x′ and y′ are on a stable leaf of a.
Similarly, we get the result if x′ and y′ are on a unstable leaf of a. Then we finish
the proof. 
6.4. Periodic cycle functional and cocycle rigidity. Proposition 6.2 allows us
to associate to each Lyapunov path an element of N in the following manner: If
τ = (x0, x1, . . . , xn) is a Lyapunov path, let
Fβ(τ) =
1∏
k=n
pβ,ak(xk, xk−1)
where ak ∈ A.
For any a ∈ A, τ = (αax0, α
ax1, . . . , α
axn) is also a Lyapunov path, which is
denoted by αaτ .
The next proposition quite standard and the proof is the same as the untwisted
cocycles. We still give a proof here to make this part complete. We assume notations
in Proposition 6.2.
Proposition 6.4. Suppose coarse Lyapunov foliations of α are transitive. Also
suppose A(Z) is a subgroup of A generated by elements in A over Z. For any
c ∈ A(Z) β(c, ·) is cohomologous to a constant twisted cocycle simultaneously if Pβ
vanishes identically on any Lyapunov cycles. Furthermore, if A(Z) is dense in A
then β is cohomologous to a constant twisted cocycle simultaneously.
Proof. Since Pβ vanishes identically, we may safely define a function T : M → N
by choosing a path τ from the fixed base point x0 to x and letting T (x) = Fβ(τ0).
Then we may build a path from αa(x0) to α
a(x) by flowing τ0 by a ∈ A and
concatenating this with the original path to x. It is easy to check that
Fβ(α
a(τ)) = β(a, x0)ψa(Fβ(τ))β(a, x)
−1 .
Therefore:
T (αa(x)) = T (αa(x0))Fβ(α
a(τ))
= T (αa(x0))β(a, x0)ψa(Fβ(τ))β(a, x)
−1
= T (αa(x0))β(a, x0)ψa(T (x))β(a, x)
−1
Thus if we let i(a) = T (αa(x0))β(a, x0) (note that x0 is fixed, so this is a function
of a only), then we have shown that
β(a, x) = T (αa(x))−1i(a)ψa(T (x)), ∀a ∈ A.
It is easy to check that above can be extended to
β(a, x) = T (αa(x))−1i(a)ψa(T (x)), ∀a ∈ A(Z).
Finally, the continuity of β, T and i implies the last statement. Hence we finish
the proof.

7. Algebraic Preparatory step I: notations and main technical step
7.1. Central Extensions. In this section, we introduce some principal auxiliary
groups. In the case of homogeneous actions, the space of paths and cycles intro-
duced in Section 5.2 carry a particularly interesting algebraic structure after one
quotients by a group with certain dynamical meaning. Because the periodic cycle
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functional discussed in the previous section has certain continuity, putting a “good”
topology on these spaces also plays an important role. In this section, we carefully
introduce these groups and their topologies. Recall notations in 3. of Section 5.6.
Definition 7.1. For µ, ν ∈ ΛA such that µ 6= −kν, for any k ∈ R+, define C(µ, ν) =
{t1µ+ t2ν : t1, t2 ∈ R+} ∩ ΛA to be the cone generated by µ and ν.
It is easy to check that
(22) [U[µ], U[ν]] ⊂
∏
χ∈C(µ,ν)
U[χ].
This clearly gives rise to relations between commutators of above form and ele-
ments Rµ,ν,A which belongs to
∏
χ∈C(µ,ν)
U[χ]:
[x, y] = Rµ,ν,A(x, y, o) x ∈ U[µ] and y ∈ U[ν],
where o is an order for the roots appearing on the the right side product of
(22). If such an ordering is fixed or understood, we often write Rµ,ν,A(x, y) instead.
Such relations are called commutator relations. For simplicity, we usually write
Rµ,ν,A(x, y).
Let G˜A =
∏∗
[r]∈ΛA U[r] be the free product of groups. Now for µ, ν ∈ ΛA such
that µ 6= −kν, for any k ∈ R+, element of the form
[x, y]Rµ,ν,A(x, y)
−1(23)
has a natural meaning in G˜A. Let SA be the normal subgroup generated by elements
of the above forms.
Suppose G′ is either a connected Lie group with Lie algebra Lie(G) (in the case
of semisimple groups), or the universal Lie central extension of Gρ. For any r ∈ ΛA
there is a canonical homomorphism πG′ : G˜A → G′ which lifts the inclusions of
g(r) to g′ = Lie(G′). πG′ is then the homomorphism guaranteed by the universal
property of free products.
Define CA(G′) = kerπG′ to be the cycle subgroup (this coincides with the cycle
group defined in Section 6.3). For simplicity, we denote CA(G0) by CA, πG0 by π1
(see (2) of Section 5.6).
7.2. Topology on G˜A. The group G˜A carries a canonical topology (called the free
product topology), which is the finest topology making G˜A a topological group such
that the inclusion of U[r] into G˜A is a homeomorphism onto its image for every
r ∈ ΛA. This topology was first introduced by Graev in [10], and it enjoys the
following universal property:
If ϕ[r] : U[r] → H are continuous homomorphisms for every r ∈ ΛA, then the
extension φ : G˜A → H guaranteed by the universal property of free products is
continuous.
The proof of existence for this topology is nontrivial. The first English proof to
appear was in [24], but the proof was found to have an error. The first proof was
Graev’s Russian proof [10], and an English proof can be found in [29].
In most cases, the topology of a free product is quite pathological. If at least one
group of the product is not discrete, the free product is never metrizable, nor even
first countable. There are weaker topologies on the free product that yield these
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nicer properties, but they lack the universal property the free product topology
carries.
When the groups appearing in the a free product are kω spaces, the free product
topology can be described explicitly. We follow [30] to describe the topology of G˜A,
and reproduce elements of this paper, changing some notations to our specific case.
An element r ∈ ΛnA is called a combinatorial pattern, and n is called its combi-
natorial length. For any r = (r1, · · · , rn) ∈ Λ
n
A let Xr = U[r1] × · · · × U[rn]. Then
there is a natural map ιr : Xr → G˜A as follows: ιr(x1, · · · , xn) = x1 · · · · · xn. Then
we may combine the ιr into a single map ι : X → G˜A, where X =
⊔
n∈N
⊔
r∈Λn
A
Xr.
For any r ∈ ΛnA, let Kr = ιr(Xr). We topologize Kr as a quotient of Xr and
define B to be open in G˜A whenever B ∩Kr is open in each Kr.
Note that each U[r] has a countable sequence of compact sets U[r],m whose union
is U[r] which determine the topology of U[r]. That is, B is open in U[r] if and only if
B∩U[r],m is open in U[r],m for everym ∈ N. Spaces admitting such a decomposition
are called kω spaces. Any manifold is a kω space, as we can take an increasing union
of closed balls around a fixed point x0. If r = (r1, . . . , rn), Xr has decomposition as
Xr =
⋃
m∈N U[r1],m × . . . U[rn],m coming from the decomposition of each U[r]; and
ιr(U[r1],m × . . . U[rn],m) are the proper compact sets to determine the topology of
Kr. So by Theorem 3.2 of [30], the topology on G˜A inherited from the canonical
topology on X coincides with the free product topology. We summarize this is the
following:
Proposition 7.1. The free product topology on G˜A is the quotient topology induced
by the map ι. In particular, a function f : G˜A → Y is continuous if and only if
f ◦ ιr : Xr → Y is continuous for every combinatorial pattern r.
The free product topology also makes G˜A a countable CW -complexes. For a
good description of the CW -complex structure we refer the reader to [30, Example
5.4], which describes explicitly the first few cells and gluings for S1 ∗ S1.
7.2.1. The Free Group Topology vs. a Topology on Generators. The topology on
free products is from the 70’s, but the connection with the spaces of Lyapunov
paths and cycles remained undiscovered until very recently. Papers first applying
this method did not topologize the path group, but instead looked only at the
generators of the cycle group. The first application of the method was to the case
of SL(d,R) in [5], where the group CA/SA has an explicit description in terms of
generators and relations by the classical Matsumoto description of K2(R). There,
the generators fit into a single combinatorial pattern, and it was shown that SA
is dense in that combinatorial pattern, which implies trivialization of the periodic
cycle functional everywhere. The free product topology was first used for cocycle
and local rigidity in [36].
It should be true that SA is dense in CA for all groups, but this is only verified
in certain special semisimple groups using ad-hoc techniques in a case-by-case basis
(see [1], [37] and [38]).
7.3. Main Technical Step. The group SA will play an important role because it
is the largest subgroup on which we can directly prove vanishing of the periodic
cycle functional (see Section 6.4). By construction, the periodic cycle functional
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takes the concatenation of paths to the product of the values on each path. The
structure of CA/SA is therefore the most important step in the paper.
An abelian topological group S is called minimally almost periodic if any homo-
morphism from S to a Lie group is trivial.
Remark 9. Such groups are very exotic, since the Pontryagin duality theorem tells
us that no locally compact group can be minimally almost periodic. Such groups
are known to exist, but are always infinite dimensional (see Theorem 10.5). This
definition only holds if the group is abelian, otherwise one needs to insist on no
homomorphisms to U(n) for every n.
The crucial step in proving the main Theorem 3.1 is:
Theorem 7.2. Suppose αA satisfies condition (∗). Then CA/SA is a minimally
almost periodic abelian topological group with the topology inherited from G˜A.
To prove Theorem 7.2 the principal ingredient is to show that CA/SA is central
in G˜A/SA, which is the main technical result of the algebraic part of the paper.
Recall Definition 5.1. Then:
Theorem 7.3. Suppose αA satisfies condition (∗). Then G˜A/SA is a perfect central
extension of G.
Remark 10. From Remark 11 and Fact 5.1 we see that Theorem 7.3 holds for G′
when G′ is a perfect central extension or factor of G. That is, to prove Theorem 7.3,
it suffices to prove that the theorem holds for any Lie group S with Lie(S) = Lie(G).
If G˜A/SA is a perfect central extension of G0, then the kernel is CA/SA, which
implies that CA/SA is abelian.
If A = A0 then a similar result to Theorem 7.3 is proved in [7] when G is
simple; and Theorem 7.2 for the semisimple G is proved in [36]. This theorem is an
extension of these ideas. However, the treatment of undetected roots requires new
methods. Furthermore, Theorems 7.2 and 7.3 have only been proven in semisimple
cases previously, extending them to the twisted cases also requires new techniques,
see Section 9.
Remark 11. By using Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula we see that relations
Rα,β,A also hold in G
′. Hence πG′ descends to πG′ : G˜A/SA → G′.
We end this part by introducing a notation and a result which will be frequently
used later. It holds in the context of both semisimple and twisted cases.
Definition 7.2. A subset Φ ⊂ ΛA is called A-admissible if:
(i) whenever r, r′ ∈ Φ and r + r′ ∈ ΛA, r + r′ ∈ Φ; and
(ii) if r ∈ Φ and −kr ∈ ΛA, k ∈ R+, then kr /∈ Φ.
Observe that C(r, r′) is A-admissible for every r and r′ which are not negatively
proportional over A. If Φ ⊂ ΛA, let UΦ denote the subgroup
∏
µ∈Φ U[µ] ⊂ G˜A/SA
(see 1. of Section 5.6). We have the following lemma whose proof is identical to
that of Lemma 1.10 in [7]:
Lemma 7.4. If Φ is A-admissible, π1|UΦ : UΦ → G0 is an isomorphism onto its
image.
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8. Algebraic Preparatory step II: symmetric space examples
The subsequent discussion in this section will be devoted to the proof Theorem
7.3 when G = G. Let k = R or C. By Remark 10 we can further assume that G is a
direct product of Gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ j where each Gi is the k-rational points of an almost
simple simply connected algebraic group Qi of k-rank ≥ 2. We use Q to denote
Πji=1Qi. Then G = Qk. For a subgroup H of Q, let Hk denote the set H
⋂
Qk. We
construct universal central extension for G in the next two sections.
8.1. Notations and preliminaries. In this part, we follow nations and quote
conclusions without proof fairly close to [5]. Many of the definitions have already
been made, but we will describe them here in the context of real and complex
algebraic groups. The definitions will coincide with the Lie group definitions given
in Section 2.1.
Let G+k be the group generated by the subgroups Uk, where U runs through
the set of unipotent k-split subgroups of Q. By assumption about G we see that
G = G+k (see [22]). Let q be the Lie algebra of Q, g = qk be the k-points of q and
S ⊂ Q be the k-split torus. Let A0 = Sk. For a subalgebra s of q, let sk denote the
set s
⋂
g.
Let ∆S be the k-root system of Q with respect to S and let ∆A0 be the restricted
roots on A0. For any φ ∈ ∆A0 , denote by gφ the corresponding root space; also let
g
(φ)
k = (
∑
j∈R+ gjφ)
⋂
g and U[φ] be the corresponding subgroup of Qk.
Set ∆1A0 = {α ∈ ∆A0 |µ/2 /∈ ∆A0}. For µ ∈ ∆
1
A0
, let Gµ be the subgroup
generated by U[α] and U[−α]. Let C(S) be the centralizer of S in Q and N(S) the
normalizer of S in Q and W0 = N(S)/C(S) be the Weyl group. Let W ⊂ N(S)k
be a complete representatives. (N(S) ∩ Gµ)/(C(S) ∩ Gµ) is a group of order two
which can be identified with a subgroup of W0; and the corresponding element in
W is denoted by wα. We also assume that wα is so chosen that for any µ ∈ ∆A0 ,
wµ ∈ N(S)
⋂
Gµ and has order 2 (see Remark 12 below). (Note that wµ is being
used to denote both the defined automorphism and the reflection in the hyperplane
orthogonal to µ).
Remark 12. wµ ∈ N(S)
⋂
Gµ can be obtained as follows: Let X ∈ gµ be a R-
rational(nilpotent) element. Let x = expX ∈ U[µ]. The Jacobson-Morosov theorem
which asserts the existence of an element Y ∈ g−µ such that {X,Y, [X,Y ]} span
a three-dimension split Lie algebra over k. Let y =exp(−Y ) then xyx = yxy.
Note that y ∈ U[−µ] is uniquely determined. Set wµ = xyx then we obtain one
representative of wµ ∈ W0. We denote by wµ(x) and call it the detailed expression
of wµ if we want to emphasize the initial element x. Note that wµ(x) = w−µ(y).
Furthermore, for any u ∈ N(S)k, uwµ(x)u−1 = wu(µ)(uxu
−1).
If µ ∈ ∆1A0 and x, x1 ∈ U[µ]\{e}, consider the element hµ(x, x1) = wµ(x)wµ(x1)
−1.
Then since wµ(x) is an element of order 2 in W0, hµ(x, x1) ∈ C(S)
⋂
G+k . Let Hµ
be the subgroup generated by these elements.
8.2. Central extensions. Let S be an abstract group. A central extension (θ, S′)
of S is said to be universal if for any central extension (η,E′) of S, there exists a
unique homomorphism φ : S′ → E′ such that η ◦ φ = θ. In the category of groups
(not necessarily topological groups), a group admits a universal central extension
if and only if it is perfect (for the proof of this and other elementary properties of
a universal central extension, one may refer to [34, Section 7]).
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Theorem 8.1 (Theorem 1.9, [7]). If G is as described in Section 8.1 and if A = A0
and is almost simple, then G˜A/SA is a universal central extension of G.
Throughout Sections 8 we use the following notations in G˜A/SA for the sake
of computation: for any detected r ∈ ∆A0 and any u ∈ U[r], let u˜ denote the
corresponding element in G˜A/SA. Set U˜[r] = {u˜ : u ∈ U[r]} for detected r ∈ ∆A0
and U˜[s] = {u˜ : u ∈ U[s]} for s ∈ ∆A. Note that the first one projects to the r-root
subgroup for root system ∆A0 and the latter one projects to the s-root subgroup
for root system ∆A, which is product of subgroups U˜[γ], for γ ∈ ∆A0 such that
γ|A = ks for some k ∈ R+ (also see 3. of Section 5.6 for comparison).
w˜r, h˜r(u, u1) for u, u1 ∈ U[r] and H˜r are obviously defined elements/sets of
G˜A/SA for detected r ∈ ∆A0 .
The next result illustrates the structure of ker(G˜A0/SA0 → G), where G is as
described in Section 8.1 and is almost simple. We will not need it in this section,
but this technical description will appear in our analysis of twisted spaces:
Theorem 8.2 (Corollary 1.13, [7]). Let W˜ be the subgroup of G˜A0/SA0 generated
by
{
w˜µ(u) : µ ∈ ∆1A0 , u ∈ U[µ] \ {e}
}
. For µ ∈ ∆1A0 , denote by H˜µ the subgroup
generated by h˜µ(v, v1), v, v1 ∈ U[µ]\{e}. Let H˜ be he subgroup generated by {H˜µ, µ ∈
∆1A0} and ∆ denote the set of simple roots. Then
1. H˜µ, µ ∈ ∆1A0 , is normal in
‹H, and ‹H is normal in W˜ .
2. H˜ =
∏
µ∈∆ H˜µ
3. For the projection πG : G˜A0/SA0 → G, ker(πG) ⊂ H˜.
Remark 13. The above theorem still holds if we get rid of the restriction that G is
almost simple.
We end this part by the stating next result, which is a direct consequence of
Theorem 8.1:
Corollary 8.3. If G is as described in Section 8.1. Then G˜A0/SA0 is a perfect
central extension of G.
8.3. Basic properties of Weyl elements in G˜A/SA. From this part to the end
of this section we study G˜A/SA. So unless especially stated, all ·˜ denote elements
in G˜A/SA.
From Example 2.2 we see that the Weyl elements associated to the root system
∆A are not transitive on ∆A. Furthermore, the Weyl elements generated from
detected roots in ∆A0 not necessarily preserve the root spaces of ∆A. To overcome
this difficulty we consider the action of Weyl elements generated from detected
roots in ∆A0 on root spaces of ∆A0 instead, by noting that the root spaces of ∆A
are products of those of ∆A0 (see 3. of Section 5.6). So unless especially stated,
we only consider subgroups of ‹U[r], for detected r ∈ ∆A0 throughout this section
(note that they are canonically subgroups of ‹U[r|A]). Since G is a direct product
of Gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ j, ∆A0 =
⋃j
i=1∆A0,i, where ∆A0,i is the (standard)root system
for Gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ j. Then the restricted root system with respect to A on Gi is
∆A,i = {r |A: r ∈ ∆A0,i}, 1 ≤ i ≤ j.
We will frequently used the words “proportional” and “nonproportional”. We
say that a is proportional to b, if a = kb, k ∈ R; otherwise, a is nonproportional
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to b, i.e., a 6= kb, for any k ∈ R. Note that since in this context, a and b may be
interpreted as linear functionals on A or A0, so we will often emphasize by saying
that a and b are proportional over A, or a|A and b|A are proportional. If we do not
specify, all functionals will be considered functionals on A0 in this section.
We first state a simple but useful fact:
Fact 8.1. For any r ∈ ∆A0 (detected or undetected) and any w ∈ W0, w can
be written as a product of w1w2, where w2 is a product of ws, such that s is not
proportional to r over A and w1 is a product of ws′ such that s
′ is proportional to
r over A.
Proof. Note that ws1ws2 = wws1 (s2)ws1 for any γ1, γ2 ∈ ∆A0 . Further, note that
if s2|A is proportional to r|A, but s1|A is not proportional to r|A, then wws1(s2) is
not proportional to r|A since ws1(s2) = ns1 + s2 for some n ∈ Z. Hence we may
push all of the roots which restrict to exponents proportional to r|A to the right
hand side of the product. 
As a consequence of Lemma 7.4, we get the following lemma which is important
for the sequel:
Lemma 8.4. If r1, r2, wr1(r2) ∈ ∆A0 are all detected and v ∈ U[r2], then
w˜r1 v˜w˜
−1
r1 = v˜1 ∈ U˜[wr1(r2)].
Proof. We will first prove the case in which r1 and r2 are nonproportional over A.
Let Φ′ = {(ir1 + jr2)|A : i ∈ N, j ∈ Z}. Then one can verify that Φ′ is A-admissible.
Thus we can apply Lemma 7.4 to Φ′. Now, w˜r1 v˜w˜
−1
r1 ∈
∏∗
r∈Φ′ U˜[r] because of the
relations Rµ,ν,A and U˜wr1(r2) ∈
∏∗
r∈Φ′ U˜[r] since wr1(r2) |A= (nr1 + r2)|A ∈ Φ
′,
n ∈ Z. Lemma 7.4 immediately shows that the result holds in this case.
Now we move to the case when r1 and r2 are propotional over A. Note that:
(†) for any s ∈ ∆A0 , if s is proportional to r2 overA, then ws(r2) is proportional
to r2 over A;
(‡) if s is not proportional to r2 over A, but ws(r2) is proportional to r2 over
A, then ws(r2)|A = r2|A.
Suppose r2 ∈ ∆A0,i. We wish to find detected r, r ∈ ∆A0 with r, r
′ and r2 pairwise
nonproportional over A such that r2 = wr(r
′). Assume that for each r ∈ ∆A0
wr(r2) is proportional to r2 over A. Then using Fact 8.1 we see that any element
of W0 acts on r2 first by elements non-proportional to r2 over A, which must fix it
by (‡); then we may act by those proportional. This shows that the orbit of r2 in
W contains only roots proportional to r2 over A by (†). Since the orbit of any root
must contain a basis of A∗, this shows that all roots in ∆A,i are proportional to each
other, which contradicts the fact that A is genuinely higher rank. So we conclude
that we may write r2 = wr(r
′) with r and r′ detected and linearly independent over
A.
Thus if v˜ ∈ U[r2], we can write v˜ = w˜r v˜1w˜
−1
r for a suitable v˜1 ∈ U˜[r′] by earlier
part of the proof. Then:
w˜r1 v˜w˜
−1
r1 = w˜r1(w˜r v˜1w˜
−1
r )w˜
−1
r1 =
(
w˜r1w˜rw˜
−1
r1
)
w˜r1 v˜1w˜
−1
r1
(
w˜r1w˜rw˜
−1
r1
)−1
.(24)
Since r and r2 nonproportional over A, by earlier part of the proof and Remark 12,
it follows that
w˜r1w˜r(x)w˜
−1
r1 = w˜wr1 (r)(wr1xw
−1
r1 ).
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Here wr(x) is the detailed expression of wr as described in Remark 12 (this is a
special case of the subsequent Corollary). Also,
w˜r1 v˜1w˜
−1
r1 = v˜2 ∈ U˜[wr1(r′)].
We wish to see that wr1(r) and wr1(r
′) are not proportional over A. Note that
wr1(r
′) = wr1(wr(r2)) = wwr1(r)wr1(r2).
Furthermore, we see that wr1(r2) |A is proportional to r2 |A while wr1(r)|A =
r|A + nr1|A is not proportional to r2|A since r1|A is proportional but r|A is not by
assumption. Then wr1(r
′)|A = wwr1 (r)wr1(r2)|A is not proportional to wr1(r)|A.
Applying above discussion for (24) we see that
w˜r1 v˜w˜
−1
r1 = w˜(w˜r1 v˜1w˜
−1
r1 )w˜
−1 ∈ U˜[wr1(r2)]
where w˜ = w˜wr1 (r)(wr1xw
−1
r1 ), by noting that
wwr1(r)(wr1(r
′)) = (wr1wrw
−1
r1 )wr1(r
′) = wr1(wr(r
′)) = wr1(r2).

As an immediate corollary of the above lemma and Remark 12 we have:
Corollary 8.5. If r1, r2, wr1(r2) ∈ ∆A0 are all detected then
w˜r1w˜r2(x)w˜
−1
r1 = w˜r2(wr1xw
−1
r1 ), e 6= x ∈ U[r2].
Lemma 8.4 and Corollary 8.5 drive the remaining arguments of the section, as
they allow us to use the Weyl group to conjugate root spaces when they take an
inconvenient form. Before proceeding further with establishing technical results for
recovering undetected root subgroups, we prove the following results which are very
useful for the discussion.
Lemma 8.6. If A satisfies the genuinely higher rank condition then:
(1) for any r ∈ ∆A0 there exists a detected root r1 ∈ ∆A0 such that r1 and r
are not proportional over A and wr1(r) is detected;
(2) for any r ∈ ∆A0 if r is undetected there exist at least two detected roots
r1, r2 ∈ ∆A0 such that r1 and r2 are not proportional over A and wri(r),
i = 1, 2, are both detected.
Proof. Proof of (1): Note that if s ∈ ∆A0 is detected and s is not proportional to
r over A, then either ws(r) = r or ws(r) is detected. Suppose r ∈ ∆A0,i. Using
Fact 8.1, if for every detected s, ws(r) = r, then the Weyl orbit of r contains roots
only proportional to r over A. This shows that all roots in ∆A,i are proportional
to r, since the Weyl orbit of r contains a basis of A∗. This is a contradiction to
genuinely higher-rank property of A. Then we get the result.
Proof of (2): Previous result shows the existence of one root. Now we show
the existence of the second root. Suppose that r1 has the property that wr1(r) is
detected. If any other r2 with the same property is proportional to r1, then the
Weyl orbit of r must contain roots only proportional to r1 by Fact 8.1 (act first by
roots not proportional to r1 over A, which must fix r by assumption). This shows
all roots in ∆A,i are proportional to each other (since r restricts to 0 over A), which
contradicts the fact that A is higher rank. 
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Corollary 8.7. For any r ∈ ∆A0 the subgroups U[s], s ∈ ∆A0 with s not propor-
tional to r over A generate the group G.
Proof. Note that if we had chosen the subgroups to vary over all of the roots ∆A0
the result would follow classically. So we just need to show that U[r] is generated
by elements in U[s], with s not proportional to r over A (note that U[r] may be
undetected). By (1) of Lemma 8.6, we can find detected r′ ∈ ∆A0 such that wr′(r)
is also detected and r′ is not proportional to r over A. Since wr′U[wr′(r)]w
−1
r′ = U[r]
wr′ is constructed from elements of U[r′] ∪ U[−r′] (see Remark 12), we get the
conclusion. 
We are now in a position to construct the elements inside undetected root sub-
groups for ∆A0 . Next result shows that not only are we able to construct undetected
root subgroups by using detected ones, but most importantly there are at least two
equivalent ways to do so, whose role will be quite clear in next part.
Lemma 8.8. Suppose ri, si ∈ ∆A0 , i = 1, 2 are detected, and r ∈ ∆A0 is un-
detected. Also suppose wr1(r2) = ws1(s2) = r. For any u ∈ Ur, denote by
w−1r1 uwr1 = u1 and w
−1
s1 uws1 = u2, then w˜r1 u˜1w˜
−1
r1 = w˜s1 u˜2w˜
−1
s1 .
Proof. At first we note that r1 and r2 must be proportional over A, as are s1 and
s2.
First we consider the case when r1 and s1 are nonproportional over A. Then
r2 and s1 are also nonproportional over A. This implies that both ws1(r1) and
ws1(r2) = ws1wr1(r) are detected. Denote by v˜1 = w˜
−1
s1 u˜1w˜s1 , so that:
(25)
w˜r1 u˜1w˜
−1
r1 = w˜r1w˜s1 v˜1w˜
−1
s1 w˜
−1
r1
(1)
= w˜s1
(
w˜−1s1 w˜r1(x)w˜s1
)
v˜1
(
w˜−1s1 w˜r1(x)w˜s1
)−1
w˜−1s1
(2)
= w˜s1w˜ws1 (r1)(x
′)v˜1w˜ws1 (r1)(x
′)−1w˜−1s1 ,
Here in (1) we insert an element and its inverse on the left and right, and add
the detailed expression of wr1 as described in Remark 12 for emphasis; in (2) we
used Corollary 8.5, with x′ = w−1s1 xws1 .
Since v˜1 ∈ U˜[ws1wr1(r)] = U˜[ws1(r2)] and
wws1 (r1)
(
ws1(r2)
)
= ws1wr1w
−1
s1 ws1 (r2) = ws1wr1(r2) = ws1(r) = s2,
which implies that wws1 (r1)
(
ws1 (r2)
)
is detected and hence ws1 (r1) and ws1(r2)
are nonproportional over A (since if they were proportional, they would both be
proportional to s2 over A). Then Lemma 8.4 shows that
w˜ws1 (r1)(x
′)v˜1w˜ws1 (r1)(x
′)−1 ∈ U˜[s2].
Noting that
wws1 (r1)(x
′)v1wws1 (r1)(x
′)−1 = u2,
we get
w˜ws1(r1)(x
′)v˜1w˜ws1 (r1)(x
′)−1 = u˜2
by Lemma 7.4. So we conclude from this and (25) that w˜s1 u˜2w˜
−1
s1 = w˜r1 u˜1w˜
−1
r1 ,
which was our goal.
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If r1 |A and s1 |A are proportional, by using Lemma 8.6 we choose detected
γ ∈ ∆A0 with γ |A not proportional to r1 |A such that wγ(r) = γ1 is detected. Set
w−1γ1 uwγ1 = v. Then:
w˜r1 u˜1w˜
−1
r1 = w˜γ1 v˜w˜
−1
γ1 and w˜s1 u˜2w˜
−1
s1 = w˜γ1 v˜w˜
−1
γ1
by previous discussion. Then we get the result immediately. Hence we finish the
proof.

8.4. An Equivariant Isomorphism of G˜A0/SA0 and G˜A/SA. Next we prove the
following proposition which plays a key role in the proof of Theorem 7.3. The
subsequent discussion in this section will be devoted to the proof of this result.
Proposition 8.9. There is a surjective homomorphism Ψ : G˜A0/SA0 → G˜A/SA
such that the following diagram commutes:
G˜A0/SA0 G˜A/SA
G
Ψ
For any r ∈ ∆1A0 (see Section 8.1), we define a map ψr : U[r] → G˜A/SA as follows:
if r is detected then ψr(u) = u˜ for any u ∈ U[r] (note that u˜ represents an element
of ‹Ur|A). If r is undetected, choose detected s ∈ ∆A0 such that ws(r) is detected,
(see Lemma 8.6) and then set ψr(u) = w˜su˜1w˜
−1
s where u1 = w
−1
s uws ∈ U[ws(r)].
Lemma 8.8 shows that ψr(u) is well-defined and is independent of the choice of γ.
That we may choose a uniform conjugation implies that this is a homomorphism.
Then {ψr, r ∈ ∆1A0} induces a map Ψ : G˜A0 → GA/SA by the universal property of
free products.
To prove Proposition 8.9, it suffices to show that Ψ(SA0) = e ∈ G˜A/SA, so that
Ψ descends to a surjective homomorphism Ψ : G˜A0/SA0 → G˜A/SA. Recall notation
in Section 7.1. Denoted by R˜α,β,A0(u, v) the corresponding element of Rα,β,A0(u, v)
in G˜A0 or just R˜(u, v) for simplicity.
Note that even though [u, v] may not be inside a single U[r] for r ∈ ∆A, we may
choose a canonical presentation using (22). Then for any r1, r2 ∈ ∆A0 which are
nonproportional over A, the cone C(r1, r2) is A-admissible (see Definition 7.1). So
we fix an ordering on the roots appearing in C(r1, r2) and present them this way.
We prove a technical Lemma about the maps ψµ and their composite Ψ:
Lemma 8.10. For any µ1, µ2 ∈ ∆A0 , if µ2 is detected and µ1 is undetected, then
for every x ∈ U[µ1]:
w˜µ2ψµ1(x)w˜
−1
µ2 = ψwµ2 (µ1)(wµ2xw
−1
µ2 ).(26)
Proof. If wµ2(µ1) is detected, then ψwµ2 (µ1)(wµ2xw
−1
µ2 ) ∈ U˜[wµ2 (µ1)]. We then get
(26) almost immediately, since to define ψµ1 , we choose any root µ
′ ∈ ∆A0 such that
wµ′(µ1) is detected. So we may choose µ
′ = µ2, and (26) is exactly the definition.
Suppose wµ2 (µ1) is undetected. In this case, since wµ2(µ1) = µ1+ nµ2 for some
n, we conclude that wµ2(µ1) = µ1. Then we choose some way to present ψµ1(x),
writing µ1 = wθ(θ
′). We may choose θ (and θ′) to be nonproportional to µ2 over
A. Then
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ψµ1(x) = w˜θx˜1w˜
−1
θ ,
where x1 = w
−1
θ xwθ.
Noting that wθwµ2(µ1) = wθ(µ1) = θ
′ is detected, we set
ψwµ2 (µ1)(wµ2xw
−1
µ2 ) = w˜θx˜2w˜
−1
θ , where x2 = w
−1
θ wµ2xw
−1
µ2 wθ ∈ U˜[wθwµ2(µ1)].
This shows that
w˜µ2ψwµ2 (µ1)(x)w˜
−1
µ2 = w˜µ2w˜θx˜1w˜
−1
θ w˜
−1
µ2 = w˜θw˜wθ(µ2)(z)x˜1w˜wθ(µ2)(z)
−1w˜−1θ
where z = w−1θ twθ if wµ2 (t) is the detailed expression of wµ2 .
So we wish to show that we can apply the inner conjugation in the extension›GA/SA. Note that wwθ(µ2)(θ′) = wθwµ2w−1θ (θ′) = wθwµ2(µ1) = wθ(µ1) = θ′ is
detected, then we have
w˜wθ(µ2)(z)x˜1w˜wθ(µ2)(z)
−1 ∈ U˜[wθ(µ2)(θ′)].
Since w˜wθ(µ2)(z)x˜1w˜wθ(µ2)(z)
−1 projects to x2, then by Lemma 7.4 we see that
w˜wθ(µ2)(z)x˜1w˜wθ(µ2)(z)
−1 = x˜2, which implies that (26) holds again. This proves
the Lemma. 
Proposition 8.11. For any u ∈ U[r] and v ∈ U[r′] where r, r
′ ∈ ∆1A0 and r 6= −r
′
(over A0), let u˜ and v˜ denote the corresponding elements in G˜A0 . Then
Ψ([u˜, v˜]) = Ψ(R˜(u, v)).(27)
Note that r 6= −r is equivalent to the condition that r and r′ are not negatively
proportional over A0, since we have assumed that they are in ∆
1
A0
. Since such
relations and their conjugates generate SA0 we immediately get that Ψ(SA0) = e.
Proof. We divide the proof into four cases:
Case (a) r and r′ are both detected, and are not negatively proportional over A
Case (b) r and r′ are both detected and are negatively proportional over A (but
not over A0)
Case (c) r is detected, and r′ is undetected
Case (d) Both r and r′ are undetected
First we consider case (a): if r and r′ are both detected and r is not negatively
proportional to r′ over A, then the conclusion follows directly from Lemma 7.4.
Next we consider case (b): r and r′ are both detected and r|A = λr′|A for some
λ < 0. We claim that there exists s ∈ ∆A0 such that s|A is not proportional to
r|A and 〈s, r〉 6= λ 〈s, r′〉 (with the canonical inner product on the root system ∆A0 .
Set E = {η ∈ ∆A0 : η|A = kr|A, k ∈ R}. Note that E contains all undetected
roots. Indeed, Lemma 8.6 implies that every root in ∆A0 is a linear combination
of roots in ∆A0\E. Hence ∆A0\E contains a basis of A
∗
0. So if 〈s, r〉 = λ 〈s, r
′〉 for
every s ∈ ∆A0\E, we would conclude that r = λr
′, which is a contradiction to the
assumption that r and r′ are not negatively proportional over A0.
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So we may choose such an s. Then if kws(r)|A = ws(r′)|A for some k ∈ R, we
get
kr|A − 2k
〈s, r〉
〈s, s〉
s|A = kws(r)|A = ws(r
′)|A = r
′|A − 2
〈s, r′〉
〈s, s〉
s|A, then
(kλ− 1)r′|A =
Å
2k 〈s, r〉 − 2 〈s, r′〉
〈s, s〉
ã
s|A.
By assumption r′|A is not proportional to s|A, so both sides must be zero. Then
we have
kλ = 1 and 2k 〈s, r〉 = 2 〈s, r′〉 ,
which implies 〈s, r〉 = λ 〈s, r′〉. This is a contradicts the choice of s. Furthermore,
since s is not proportional to r over A, then both ws(r
′) and ws(r) are detected.
This shows that ws(r) and ws(r
′) are nonproportional over A.
We compute:
w˜s ·Ψ([u˜, v˜]) · w˜
−1
s
(1)
= w˜s[u˜, v˜]w˜
−1
s = [w˜su˜w˜
−1
s , w˜sv˜w˜
−1
s ].
It is clear that u˜ and v˜ represent elements in G˜A0 on the left side of (1); and represent
elements in G˜A/SA on the right side.
We note that ws(r)|A and ws(r
′)|A are nonproportional by previous discussion.
Then ws(C(r, r
′)) = C(ws(r), ws(r
′)) is A-admissible by linearity of reflections and
projections, and the independence of ws(r) and ws(r
′). By using Lemma 8.4 we
get
w˜sΨ([u˜, v˜])w˜
−1
s ∈ [U˜[ws(r)], U˜[ws(r′)]] ∈
∏
η∈ws(C(r,r′))
U˜[η],(28)
If each ω ∈ C(r, r′) is detected, then by using Lemma 8.4 again we obtain:
w˜sΨ(R˜(u, v))w˜
−1
s ∈ w˜s
Ñ ∏
ω∈C(r,r′)
U˜[ω]
é
w˜−1s =
∏
η∈ws(C(r,r′))
U˜[η].
Observe that since ws(r) and ws(r
′) are linearly independent, every
µ ∈ C(ws(r), ws(r
′)) = ws(C(r, r
′))
is detected. Hence if µ ∈ C(r, r′) is undetected, ws(µ) is detected.
If there exists undetected µ ∈ C(r, r′), we write µ = ws(ws(µ)). Note that
since ws(µ) is detected, for any x ∈ U[µ], we may set ψµ(x) = w˜sx˜1w˜
−1
s where
x1 = w
−1
s xws (see definition below Proposition 8.9).
Then we have Ψ(R˜(u, v)) ∈
∏
ω∈C(r,r′) V˜[ω], where V˜[ω] = U˜[ω] if ω is detected
and V˜[ω] = w˜
−1
s U˜[ws(ω)]w˜s if ω is undetected. This implies that
w˜sΨ(R˜r(u, v))w˜
−1
s ∈
∏
η∈ws(C(r,r′))
V˜[η].(29)
(28) and (29) show that both w˜sΨ(R˜(u, v))w˜
−1
s and w˜sΨ([u˜, v˜])w˜
−1
s are inside∏
η∈ws(C(r,r′)) U˜[η]. Furthermore, they project toR(ws(u), ws(v)) and [ws(u), ws(v)]
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respectively in G, then by Lemma 7.4 we get:
w˜sΨ(R˜(u, v))w˜
−1
s = w˜sΨ([u˜, v˜])w˜
−1
s .(30)
This implies the result.
Now we consider case (c): r is detected and r′ is undetected. By Lemma 8.6,
we can write r′ = ws(s
′), where s, s′ in ∆A0 are both detected and s and r are
not proportional over A. Then we set ψr′(v) = w˜sv˜1w˜
−1
s , where v = ws(v1)w
−1
s ,
v1 ∈ U[s′]. Note that ws(r) is detected since s and r a not proportional over A.
Then we have
Ψ([u˜, v˜]) = [u˜, w˜sv˜1w˜
−1
s ] = w˜s[w˜
−1
s u˜w˜s, v˜1]w˜
−1
s
∈ w˜s[U˜[ws(r)], U˜[s′]]w˜
−1
s
(†)
⊂ w˜s
Ñ ∏
η∈C(ws(r),s′)
U˜[η]
é
w˜−1s .
Note that (†) follows from the fact that C(ws(r), s′) ⊂ {ir |A +js′ |A: i ≥ 1}
⋂
ΛA
where the latter is A-admissible. Finally, we may distribute the conjugation into
the product to arrive at the desired equality since we also have
ws(C(ws(r), s
′)) ⊂ {ir |A +js
′ |A: i ≥ 1}
⋂
ΛA.
Thus, we finish this case.
Finally we consider case (d): Suppose that r and r′ are undetected. By Lemma
8.8 we can write r = ws(r1) such that s and r1 are detected. Write u = wsu1w
−1
s
and v = wsv1w
−1
s . By using Lemma 8.10 we get
w˜−1s Ψ([u˜, v˜])w˜s = Ψ([u˜1, v˜1]) and
w˜−1s Ψ
(
R˜(u, v)
)
w˜s = Ψ
(
R˜(u1, v1))
)
.
Since u1 ∈ U[r1] and r1 is detected,
Ψ([u˜1, v˜1]) = Ψ
(
R˜(u1, v1)
)
by either case (b) or (d) depending on whether ws(r
′) is detected or not. This
implies the result again. Then we finish the proof of this case. Since this exhausts
all cases, we conclude the proof. 
8.5. Proof of Theorem 7.3 when G = G. Now we are ready to prove Theorem
7.3 when G = G. By Remark 10 we can assume G is as described in Section 8.1.
By using Corollary 8.3, π : G˜A0/SA0 → G is a perfect central extension. Note that
since G˜A/SA is a factor of the perfect group G˜A0/SA0 , it is again perfect.
For πG : G˜A/SA → G (see Section 7.1), we note that πG ◦ Ψ = π, where Ψ
is as defined in Proposition 8.11. If πG(σ) = e ∈ G for some σ ∈ G˜A/SA, then
surjectivity and equivariance implies that σ = Ψ(σ′) for some σ′ ∈ ker(π). But
since G˜A0/SA0 is a central extension, σ
′ commutes with everything in G˜A0/SA0 .
Again, since Ψ is surjective, this implies that σ = Ψ(σ′) is central in G˜A/SA.
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8.6. Kernel of πG. At the end of this section we state a result which will be
used later. For any undetected r ∈ ∆1A0 , choose detected r1, r2 ∈ ∆A0 , such that
wr2(r1) = r. For x, x1 ∈ U[r] \ {e} define
hr(x, x1) = wr2 ·
(
wr1(w
−1
r2 xwr2 )wr1(w
−1
r2 x1wr2)
)
· w−1r2 .(31)
Let Hr be the subgroup generated by hr(x, x1). Note the similarities with the ele-
ments h˜µ(x, x1) appearing in Theorem 8.2 (they are exactly the images of h˜r(x, x1)
via Ψ). By using Theorem 8.2 and Proposition 8.9 we get the following result
immediately.
Corollary 8.12. Let ‹H be he subgroup generated by ‹Hr, r ∈ ∆1A0 for detected r, and‹Hr, for undetected r ∈ ∆1A0 . Then each ‹Hr or ‹Hr is normal inside H˜. Furthermore,
if S is a connected Lie group with Lie(S) = Lie(G), then ker
(
G˜A/SA → S
)
⊂ H˜.
9. Algebraic Preparatory step III: twisted symmetric space examples
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 7.3 when G = Gρ. As with the
semisimple case, the principle difficulty will come from the negatively proportional
weights and the zero weights of the representation, if they are present. Furthermore,
the existence of non-trivial radical in the universal Lie central extension will create
extra complications. In Section 8 the key technical ingredient in the proof is the
action of the Weyl group, which acts transitively on all roots of a fixed length for a
split Cartan subgroup inside each simple factor. This fails for most weight systems.
So we introduce new techniques using different conjugations to act on the weight
spaces.
Recall notations in 3. of Section 5.6. For any µ ∈ Λ∗A, set U˜G,[µ] = {u˜ :
u ∈ UG,[µ]} for µ ∈ ∆A and U˜e,[µ] = {u˜ : u ∈ Ue,[µ]} for µ ∈ Φ
∗
A,ρ. Also set
U˜e,[µ],i = {u˜ : u ∈ Ue,[µ],i}, i ∈ I. Note that for every µ ∈ Λ
∗
A, we then get from
Lemma 7.4:
(32) U˜[r] = U˜G,[r] ·
∏
i∈I
U˜e,[r],i
Similar to notations below Theorem 8.1, we set U˜[r] = {u˜ : u ∈ UG,[r]} for detected
r ∈ ∆A0 . Combining this with (32), we get that if µ ∈ ∆A:
U˜[µ] =
∏
s∈∆A0
s|A=µ
U˜[s] ·
∏
i∈I
U˜e,[µ],i
If we write r ∈ ∆A0 then gr (see Section 2.2) comes from the decomposition of
g with respect to A0, if we write µ ∈ ∆A then gµ comes from the decomposition of
g with respect to A.
9.1. Basic properties of weight system. In this part we show the technique to
handle negatively proportional weights and roots, which is the first step toward the
proof of Theorem 7.3. We begin by proving technical results which will be useful
for subsequent discussions, the first of which constructs a basis of each detected
weight space using nonproportional ones:
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Lemma 9.1. Assume A satisfies the genuinely higher rank condition. For any
µ ∈ Φρ,A, if Ue,[µ],i 6= {0}, there exist fixed µj ∈ Φρ,A and rj ∈ ∆A0 , together with
distinguished vectors Xj ∈ grj and yj ∈ Ue,[µj ],i \ {0}, j ∈ J such that µj and rj |A
are not proportional and the set {dρ(Xj)yj : j ∈ J} spans Ue,[µ],i.
Proof. Choose ν ∈ Φρ,A that is not proportional to µ and Ue,[ν],i 6= {0}. Fix
y ∈ Ue,ν,i \ {0}. For any r ∈ ∆A0 , let
Lr = {Xr,i} be a basis of gr and L0 = {Yi} is a basis of g0 = Lie(N).
Note that gr comes from the decomposition of Lie(Gρ) with respect to A0.
For any µ ∈ Φρ,A, Let P 1µ be the union of the Ls such that s|A is proportional to
µ and P 2µ be the union of Ls where s|A are not proportional to µ. Since {P
2
r , P
1
r , L0}
is a ordered basis of g, by Poincare´-Birkhoff-Witt theorem and irreducibility of RNi
for each i ∈ I, monomials Xk1r1,1X
k2
r2,2
· · ·Xkmrm,mY
l1
1 Y
l2
2 · · ·Y
ln
n withe respect to the
order form a basis of universal enveloping algebra of g. Then there exist monomials
Xk1rj1 ,1
Xk2rj2 ,2
· · ·Xkmrjm ,mY
l1
1 Y
l2
2 · · ·Y
ln
n , j ∈ J such that
dρ(Xrj1 ,1)
k1dρ(Xrj2 ,2)
k2 · · · dρ(Xrjm ,m)
kmdρ(Y1)
l1dρ(Y2)
l2 · · · dρ(Yn)
lny, j ∈ J
span a basis of Ue,[µ],i.
By assumption rj1 ∈ P
2
µ for each j ∈ J . For any j ∈ J , set
yj = dρ(Xrj1 ,1)
k1−1dρ(Xrj2 ,2)
k2 · · · dρ(Xrjm ,m)
kmdρ(Y1)
l1dρ(Y2)
l2 · · · dρ(Yn)
lny
and Xj = Xrj1 ,1.
Then Xj and yj , j ∈ J are what we need. 
Lemma 9.2. For any r ∈ ∆A0 and g ∈ UG,[r], there exists S ⊂ ∆A0 such that
g ∈
∏
θ∈S UG,[θ]. Furthermore, S is inside an A-admissible set and any θ ∈ S is
not proportional to r over A.
Proof. First, we prove the case g = exp(u) with u ∈ gr. For any detected r ∈ ∆A0
(1) of Lemma 8.6 shows that we can write r = ws1(s2) where the si ∈ ∆A0 are not
proportional to r over A. Suppose ws1 = yxy
−1 is a detailed expression of ws1 ,
where y ∈ UG,[s1] and x ∈ UG,[−s1]. Note that ws1(s2) = ns1+ s2, 0 6= n ∈ Z. Then
for any 0 6= u ∈ gr:
(1) if n > 0 , there exists a suitable v ∈ g(n−1)s1+s2 such that u = [log y, v].
Then exp(u) ∈
∏
θ∈S UG,[θ] where S = {r 6= is1 + js2, ks1 : j, k ≥ 1, i ≥
0}
⋂
∆A0 ;
(2) if n < 0, then exists a suitable v ∈ g(n+1)s1+s2 such that u = [log x, v].
Then exp(u) ∈
∏
θ∈S UG,[θ] where S = {r 6= is1 + js2, ks1 : j ≥ 1, k ≤
−1, i ≤ 0}
⋂
∆A0 .
If is1 + js2 = mr, then m is 1 or 2. So when 2r /∈ ∆A0 , from above discussion we
get the result. If 2r ∈ ∆A0 , by noting that 2r = ws1(2s2), then by repeating above
process to 2r in both cases, we get:
(1) if n > 0 then exp(u) ∈
∏
θ∈S UG,[θ] where S = {mr 6= is1+ js2, ks1 : j, k ≥
1, i ≥ 0, m ≥ 1}
⋂
∆A0 ;
(2) if n < 0, then exp(u) ∈
∏
θ∈S UG,[θ] where S = {mr 6= is1 + js2, ks1 : j ≥
1, k ≤ −1, i ≤ 0, m ≥ 1}
⋂
∆A0 .
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Then we get the result if g = exp(u) with u ∈ gr. Generally, for any g ∈ UG,[r]
it can be written as a product of g1 · · · gℓ with log gi ∈ gλir, λi =
1
2 , 1, 2 for each
1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. Also note that λir = ws1(λis2) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. Then by the earlier
argument, we get the result.

Next, we state a simple fact which will be useful in subsequent discussions.
Fact 9.1. Suppose s ∈ ΦA,ρ, r ∈ ∆A0 with r |A 6= 0, x ∈ Ue,s,i, i ∈ I, and Xr ∈ gr.
Also suppose x1 = dρ(Xr)x = [Xr, x] 6= 0 (see Section 5.5). Then
ρ(exp(Xr)x) = x+
∑
1≤j≤m
xj
where 0 6= xj ∈ Ue,[s+jr|A],i 2 ≤ j ≤ m.
Therefore:
x1 = [exp(Xr), x]−
∑
2≤j≤m
xj .
The above computation shows:
(1) x1 is generated by elements in the subgroups UG,[r] and Ue,[s+jr|A],i, j =
0, 2, · · · ,m;
(2) if s 6= 0 and s+ j0r = 0 for some 1 ≤ j0 ≤ m, then
xj0 = [exp(Xr), x]−
∑
1≤j 6=j0≤m
xj .
Then xj0 is generated by elements in the subgroups UG,[r] and Ue,[s+jr|A],i,
j 6= j0.
As a consequence of the above lemmas, we have
Lemma 9.3. For any µ ∈ ΦA,ρ and any x ∈ Ue,[µ], we can write x = x1 · · · · · xn
such that xi ∈
(∏
θ∈Si
U[θi]
)⋂
Ue,[µ] where Si ⊂ ΛA. Furthermore, each Si contains
no element proportional to µ, and is contained in an A-admissible subset containing
µ.
Proof. We assume that x 6= e otherwise the conclusion is obvious. We can write
x = y1 · · · ym, where yi ∈ Ue,[µ],i, i ∈ I. By Lemma 9.1 we can write
yi = dρ(X1)(yi,1) + · · ·+ dρ(Xl)(yi,l)
where Xj ∈ grj , rj ∈ ∆A0 and yi,j ∈ Ue,[µj],i such that rj |A and µj are not
proportional to µ for any 1 ≤ j ≤ l.
By using (1) of Fact 9.1 we see that dρ(Xj)(yi,j) ∈
∏
θi,j∈Si,j U[θi,j], where Si,j =
{µj + krj , λrj : λ > 0, k = 0, 2, · · · }
⋂
ΛA. It is clear that any θ ∈ Si,j is not
proportional to µ and that Si,j is contained in an A-admissible set. 
Lemma 9.4. Suppose r ∈ ∆A ∪ Φ∗A,ρ and p˜ is inside
¨
U˜[r], U˜[−r]
∂
. Then for any
µ ∈ ∆A∪Φ∗A,ρ with µ not proportional to r and y˜ ∈ U˜[µ], we have: [p˜, y˜] ∈
∏
θ∈S U˜[θ],
where S = {kr + jµ : k ∈ R, j ≥ 1}
⋂
ΛA.
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Proof. For any x˜ in U˜[r] or in U˜[−r], it is clear that
(a) [y˜, x˜] ∈
∏
θ∈S
U˜[θ].
Also, for any u˜ ∈
∏
θ∈S U˜[θ] we also have
(b) [u˜, x˜] ∈
∏
θ∈S
U˜[θ],
We now proceed with the general case as stated in the Lemma. Write p˜ = p˜1 · · · p˜m,
where p˜i ∈ U˜[(−1)ir], 1 ≤ i ≤ m. By applying above discussion repeatedly we have
p˜1 · · · p˜my˜ = z˜m,1p˜1 · · · p˜m−1y˜p˜m,
where z˜m,1 ∈
∏
θ∈S U˜[θ]. At each step, we apply the equality (a) to get z
′
m,ky˜p˜k =
p˜ky˜, then move z˜
′
mk
to the left using (b).
Inductively we can show that
p˜1 · · · p˜my˜ = z˜m,my˜p˜1 · · · p˜m−1p˜m,
where z˜m,m ∈
∏
θ∈S U˜[θ]. Then we get the result. 
Next, we are in a position to obtain some information on negatively propositional
weights or roots.
Lemma 9.5. Suppose r ∈ ∆A
⋃
Φ∗A,ρ and πGρ(p˜) = e where p˜ is inside
¨
U˜[r], U˜[−r]
∂
.
Then p˜ ∈ Z(G˜A/SA).
Proof. To prove the result it suffices to show that p˜ in the centralizer of U˜[s], for
any s ∈ ∆A ∪Φ∗A,ρ.
First, we consider the case s is nonproportional to r. For any y˜ ∈ U˜[s], by using
Lemma 9.4 we see that [y˜, p˜] ∈ Πθ∈SU˜[θ], where S = {ir + js : j ≥ 1}
⋂
ΛA. Since
S is A-admissible and [y˜, p˜] projects to e ∈ G, Lemma 7.4 implies that [y˜, p˜] = e.
This shows that p˜ is in the centralizer of U˜[s] with s nonproportional to r.
Now we consider the case s is proportional to r. Note that U˜[s] is generated by
U˜G,[s] and U˜e,[s]. Also note that U˜G,[s], s ∈ ∆A is generated by U˜G,[µ], µ ∈ ∆A0
with µ|A positively proportional to s|A.
For any y˜ ∈ U˜G,[µ], µ ∈ ∆A0 with µ|A positively proportional to s|A, (1) of
Lemma 8.6 shows that we can write y˜ = w˜s1 y˜1w˜
−1
s1 , with s1, s2 ∈ ∆A0 y˜1 ∈ U˜G,[s2],
ws1(s2) = s and s1 |A, s2 |A and s are pairwise nonproportional. Thus, previous
argument shows that y˜ is a product of elements which commute with p˜. Hence we
get [y˜, p˜] = e. This shows that p˜ is in the centralizer of U˜G,[s] with s proportional
to r.
For any y˜ ∈ U˜e,[s] by Lemma 9.3 and previous argument we see that y˜ is a product
of elements which commute with p˜. This also shows that p˜ is in the centralizer of
U˜e,[s] with s proportional to r. Then we finish the proof. 
As an immediate corollary of the above proposition we have
Corollary 9.6. If µ1, µ2 ∈ Φ∗ρ,A and ‹xi ∈ U˜e,[µi], i = 1, 2, then if µ1 is not
negatively proportional to µ2, [x˜1, x˜2] = e. If µ1 is negatively proportional to µ2,
then [x˜1, x˜2] ∈ Z(G˜A/SA) and projects to identity in Gρ.
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Corollary 9.6 will allow us to freely rearrange elements of the subgroup Πs∈Φ∗
ρ,A
U˜e,[s]
(at the cost of elements in the center).
9.2. Recovering zero weight. Next we will show how to recover zero weight
space in Gρ, if it exists.
Definition 9.1. For any r ∈ Φ∗A,ρ, let U˜r,[0],i, i ∈ I be the group generated by
elements in G˜A/SA that project to Ue,[0],i and can be written in the form:
[g˜, x˜]x˜1 · · · x˜m,
where g˜ ∈ U˜G,[γ], γ ∈ ∆A with γ negatively proportional to r, x˜ ∈ U˜e,[r],i and
x˜j ∈ U˜e,[s],i with s ∈ Φ
∗
A,ρ proportional to r, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Lemma 9.1 and (2) if Fact 9.1 show that the πGρ(U˜r,[0],i) generate Ue,[0],i as they
vary over r. We now make a detailed study of how the U˜r,[0],i sit inside G˜A/SA.
Lemma 9.7. Suppose µi ∈ ∆A and ri ∈ Φ∗A,ρ, i = 1, 2, with µi negatively propor-
tional to ri and µ1 nonproportional to µ2. Then for any gi ∈ U˜G,[µi] and xi ∈ U˜e,[ri],
i = 1, 2:
(1)
[
g˜1x˜1g˜
−1
1 , x˜2
]
= e and
(2)
î‹g1x˜1‹g1−1, ‹g2x˜2‹g2−1ó ∈ Z(G˜A/SA) and projects to identity in Gρ.
Proof. From Lemma 9.4 and the fact that [g1x1g
−1
1 , x2] = e, we see that [‹g1x˜1‹g1−1, x˜2] =
e. Then we proved (1).
Using Lemma 9.4 and the fact that [g1x1g
−1
1 , g2] ∈ R
N we see that‹g1x˜1‹g1−1‹g2 = u˜‹g2‹g1x˜1‹g1−1,
where u˜ ∈ {U˜e,[θ] : θ ∈ S} with S = {tµ1 + jµ2 : t ∈ R, j ≥ 1} projects to[
g1x1g1
−1, g2
]
. Note that S is A-admissible. In the following computations, we use
parentheses to emphasize where in the expression we apply commutation relations.
Then we have(
g˜1x˜1g˜
−1
1
)
(g˜2) x˜2g˜
−1
2
(a)
= u˜g˜2
(
g˜1x˜1g˜
−1
1
)
(x˜2) g˜
−1
2
(b)
= u˜g˜2x˜2
(
g˜1x˜1g˜
−1
1
) (
g˜−12
)
(c)
= u˜g˜2 (x˜2) (u˜1) g˜
−1
2 g˜1x˜1g˜
−1
1
(d)
= [x˜2, u˜1]u˜ (g˜2) (u˜1) x˜2g˜
−1
2 g˜1x˜1g˜
−1
1
(e)
= [x˜2, u˜1] (u˜[g˜2, u˜1]u˜1) g˜2x˜2g˜
−1
2 g˜1x˜1g˜
−1
1
(f)
= [x˜2, u˜1]g˜2x˜2g˜
−1
2 g˜1x˜1g˜
−1
1
where u˜1 = [g˜1x˜1g˜
−1
1 , g˜
−1
2 ] ∈ {U˜e,[θ] : θ ∈ S}. (a) follows from the definition
of u˜. (b) follows from part (1) of the Lemma. We get (c) by using Lemma 9.4
and the fact that [g1x1g
−1
1 , g
−1
2 ] ∈ R
N . In (d) we used [x˜2, u˜1] ∈ Z(G˜A/SA) (see
Corollary 9.6). In (e) note that [‹g2, u˜1] ∈ {U˜e,[θ] : θ ∈ S}. In (f) we see that
u˜[‹g2, u˜1]u˜1 ∈ {U˜e,[θ] : θ ∈ S} and projects to identity in Gρ, so by Lemma 7.4
u˜[‹g2, u˜1]u˜1 = e. Hence we get (f) and thus finish the proof. 
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Corollary 9.8. (1) For any y˜ ∈ U˜µ,[0],i, i ∈ I, µ ∈ Φ
∗
A,ρ any x˜ ∈ U˜e,[ν],
r ∈ Φ∗A,ρ, y˜x˜ = x˜y˜;
(2) For any y˜ ∈ ‹Us,[0],i, i ∈ I, s ∈ Φ∗A,ρ and g˜ ∈ U˜G,[r] with detected r ∈ ∆A0 ,
then [y˜, g˜] ∈ U˜e,[r].
(3) For any y˜ ∈ ‹Us,[0],i, i ∈ I, s ∈ Φ∗A,ρ and g˜ ∈ U˜G,[r], r ∈ ∆A, then [y˜, g˜] ∈
U˜e,[r].
(4) Suppose y˜ = y˜1y˜2 · · · y˜n, where y˜i ∈ U˜si,[0],ℓi is a generator for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
ℓi ∈ I and y˜ projects to e in Gρ. Then y˜ ∈ Z(G˜A/SA). In particular,
[y˜1, y˜2] ∈ Z(G˜A/SA).
Proof. Proof of (1): If µ is nonproportional to ν, Corollary 9.6 and (1) of Lemma
9.7 imply the result immediately. If µ is proportional to ν, then by Lemma 9.3 and
previous argument we see that x˜ is a product of elements which commute with y˜.
Hence we finish the proof.
Proof of (2): If s is nonproportional to r, then y˜g˜ = u˜g˜y˜, where u˜ ∈ Πθ∈SU˜[θ],
S = {is+ jr : j ≥ 1} is A-admissible (see Lemma 9.4). Since [y˜, g˜] projects to an
element in Ue,[r], by Lemma 7.4 we see that [y˜, g˜] ∈ U˜e,[r].
If s is proportional to r, by using Lemma 9.2 g˜ ∈
∏
θ∈S U˜G,[θ], where S is inside
an A-admissible and any θ ∈ S is not proportional to r over A, then by previous
argument [y˜, g˜] ∈
∏
θ∈S U˜e,[θ]. Since S is inside an A-admissible set and [y˜, g˜]
projects to an element inside Ue,[r], then we still get [y˜, g˜] ∈ U˜e,[r].
Proof of (3): We can write g˜ = g˜1 · · · g˜m, where g˜i ∈ U˜G,[ri], ri ∈ ∆A0 such
that ri |A= λir, λi > 0. Then by (2), [y˜,‹gi] ∈ U˜e,[r] for each i. Then we get the
conclusion.
Proof of (4): From (1) we see that for any r ∈ Φ∗A,ρ, any x˜ ∈
‹Ue,[r], x˜y˜ = y˜x˜.
Next, we want to show for any r ∈ ∆A, any g˜ ∈ ‹UG,[r] and g˜y˜ = y˜g˜. From (2) we
see that ‹y1‹y2 · · · y˜ng˜ = ‹y1‹y2 · · ·fiyn−1[y˜n, g˜]y˜n = [y˜n, g˜]‹y1‹y2 · · ·fiyn−1g˜y˜n.
We get the last equality because [y˜n, g˜] ∈ U˜e,[r] which commutes with each y˜i,
1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 by (1). Then inductively we see that
x˜1x˜2 · · · x˜ng˜ = u˜g˜x˜1x˜2 · · · x˜n
where u˜ ∈ U˜e,[r], Since u˜ projects to e in Gρ then Lemma 7.4 implies that u˜ = e.
This implies that g˜x˜ = x˜g˜. This concludes the proof. 
Proposition 9.9. Any p˜ ∈ G˜A/SA can be written as g˜x˜y˜z˜ satisfying:
(1) g˜ ∈ Πr∈∆AU˜G,[r];
(2) x˜ = x˜r1 x˜r2 . . . x˜rn , where x˜ri ∈ U˜e,[ri], ri ∈ Φ
∗
ρ,A, and the product if given
in a fixed, perscribed order.
(3) y˜ is a product of elements in U˜r,[0],i, r ∈ Φ
∗
A,ρ, i ∈ I;
(4) z˜ ∈ Z(G˜A/SA) with z˜ projected to e in Gρ.
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Proof. We first wish to push elements of each U˜G,[r] to the left, and do so by
computing commutators. For any g˜ ∈ U˜G,[r], r ∈ ∆A and x˜ ∈ U˜e,[s],i, s ∈ Φ
∗
ρ,A,
i ∈ I, if s and r not negatively nonproportional, then [g˜, x˜] ∈ Πγ=is+jr,i,j>0‹Ue,[γ].
If s and r are negatively proportional, we divide into two subcases. If s+ ir 6= 0
for all i ≥ 1, we see that [g, x] = x1 ∈ 〈Ue,[s], Ue,[−s]〉. Hence [g˜, x˜] = x˜1z˜ where
z˜ ∈ Z(G˜A/SA) ∩ kerπGρ and x˜1 ∈ 〈U˜e,[s], U˜e,[−s]〉 by Lemma 9.5.
In this second case, there s+ ir = 0 for some i. Then [g, x]+
∑
1≤j 6=i≤m xj = xi,
where xj ∈ Ue,[jr+s]. So we produce an element of the zero weight space using
[g˜, x˜]x˜1 · · · x˜i−1x˜i+1 · · · x˜m ∈ U˜s,[0],i (see Definition 9.1). Thus, [g˜, x˜] is a product of
elements in U˜s,[0],i, r ∈ Φ
∗
ρ,A and U˜e,[µ], µ ∈ Φ
∗
ρ,A.
Thus we conclude that p˜ can be written as g˜u˜z˜0, where g˜ ∈
∏
r∈∆A U˜G,[r], u˜
is inside the subgroup generated by U˜e,[s], and U˜r,[0],i, r, s ∈ Φ
∗
A,ρ, i ∈ I, and
z˜0 ∈ Z(G˜A/SA) ∩ kerπGρ . Furthermore, (1) of Corollary 9.8 show that u˜ = x˜y˜‹z1,
where x˜ and y˜ are as described in the statement of the Proposition and ‹z1 ∈
Z(G˜A/SA) ∩ kerπGρ . We thus arrive at the canonical form described. 
Corollary 9.10. For any r ∈ ∆A
⋃
Φ∗ρ,A, the subgroups U[s], s ∈ ∆A
⋃
Φ∗ρ,A with
s not proportional to r generate the group Gρ.
Proof. By Lemma 9.3 we see that any weight subspace with its weight proportional
to r can be generated by elements inside the subgroups U[s], with s not proportional
to r. Lemma 8.6 also shows that UG,[±r] can also be generated by elements inside
the subgroups U[s], with s not proportional to r. Hence we finish the proof. 
9.3. Proof of Theorem 7.3 when G = Gρ. Now we are ready to prove Theorem
7.3 when G = Gρ. Suppose p˜ ∈ G˜A/SA projects to e ∈ Gρ. By Proposition 9.9,
we can write p˜ = g˜x˜y˜z˜ as decried in Proposition 9.9. It is clear that g˜, x˜, y˜ and
z˜ all project to e ∈ Gρ. By (4) of Corollary 9.8 we see that y˜ ∈ Z(G˜A/SA). We
also see that x˜ = e since each x˜ri projects to e ∈ Gρ and hence x˜ri = e for each
i by Lemma 7.4. Next, we need to show that g˜ ∈ Z(G˜A/SA). We first prove
that “good” elements of
∏
r∈∆A U˜G,[r] preserve the groups making up the product∏
µ∈Φ∗
A,ρ
U˜e,[r]:
Lemma 9.11. For any h˜ ∈ ‹Hµ (resp. h˜ ∈ ‹Hµ) for some µ ∈ ∆A0 , then for any
u˜ ∈ ‹Ue,[s], s ∈ Φ∗A,ρ, we have h˜u˜h˜−1 ∈ ‹Ue,[s].
Proof. We divide the proof into three cases:
Case (a): If µ is detected and µ′ = µ|A is not proportional to s, then h˜u˜h˜−1 ∈∏
j∈Z U˜e,[jµ′+s]. Note that set S = {jµ
′ + s : j ∈ Z} is A-admissible and h˜u˜h˜−1
projects to an element inside U˜e,[s]. Then by Lemma 7.4 we get the result for this
case.
Case (b): Suppose µ is detected and µ′ = µ|A is proportional to s. We can
write u˜ =
∏
i∈I ‹ui, where ‹ui ∈ ‹Ue,[s],i. By Lemma 9.3 each ‹ui is inside ∏θ∈Si ‹U[θ],
where Si is contained in an A-admissible set and any θ ∈ Si is not proportional to
s. Then by previous argument, h˜‹uih˜−1 ∈ ∏θ∈Si ‹U[θ], i ∈ I. Note that each Si is
contained in an A-admissible set and h˜‹uih˜−1 projects to an element inside ‹Ue,[s],i.
Then by Lemma 7.4 h˜‹uih˜−1 ∈ ‹Ue,[s],i for each i. This shows that h˜u˜h˜−1 ∈ ‹Ue,[s].
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Case (c): Suppose µ is undetected. Then there exists detected r1, r2 ∈ ∆A0 ,
such that wr2(r1) = µ and ri|A is linearly independent with s (see Lemma 8.6).
From the construction of (31) we see because r1|A is nonproportional to s, we
reduce this case to Case (a). 
Proposition 9.12. If g˜ ∈ Πr∈∆A‹UG,[r] and projects to e in Gρ then g˜ ∈ Z(G˜A/SA).
Proof. By Corollary 8.12, we can write g˜ =
∏
µ∈∆ h˜µ, where h˜µ ∈ ‹Hµ (resp. h˜µ ∈‹Hµ). By iteratively appling Lemma 9.11, we get that for any u˜ ∈ ‹Ue,[s], s ∈ Φ∗A,ρ,
g˜u˜g˜−1 ∈ ‹Ue,[s]. Since g˜u˜g˜−1 projects to e ∈ Gρ, g˜u˜g˜−1 = u˜. So g˜ is in the centralizer
of
∏
s∈Φ∗
A,ρ
‹Ue,[s]. Since g˜ is also in the centralizer of Πr∈∆A‹UG,[r] (see Section 8.5)
we get that g˜ ∈ Z(G˜A/SA). 
Combining Proposition 9.12 and 9.9, we immediately get that G˜A/SA is a central
extension of Gρ. So to prove Theorem 7.3, we only need to show that G˜A/SA is
perfect:
Proof. We note that any g˜ ∈
∏
r∈∆A
‹UG,[r] is contained in the commutator group
of G˜A/SA (see Section 8.5). Then we just need to show that any element inside‹Ue,[s],i, i ∈ I and s ∈ Φ∗ρ,A is contained in the commutator group of G˜A/SA.
Suppose that x ∈ Ue,[s],i. Then since [s] 6= [0], there exists some a ∈ p(A) such
that λ = es(a) 6= 1. Let x′ = x/(λ − 1) (where we write x additively. Since H
projects to the centralizer of A0 in G (see Proposition 1.8 [7]), we can choose some
element h˜ ∈ H (see Section 8.6) such that πG(h˜) = a. Then by Lemma 9.11:
[h˜, x˜′] = ›λx′ · −˜x′ =„ (λ− 1)x′ = x˜.

10. Topological Properties of G˜A and its subgroups and factors
To prove Theorem 7.2, we first need to study certain topological properties of
the groups G˜A and CA with the topology described in Section 7.2. We first prove a
few technical Lemmas:
Lemma 10.1. Assume that 1 → Υ → X2
p
−→ X1 → 1 is a topological extension
of X1. Also, assume that the Xi have a common topological extension 1 → Zi →
X
πi−→ Xi → 1 for i = 1, 2 satisfying π1 = p ◦ π2. Then there is a topological
extension:
1→ Z2 → Z1 → Υ→ 1
Proof. First, observe that if z ∈ Z2, then π1(z) = p(π2(z)) = p(e) = e, so Z2 ⊂
Z1 = kerπ1. Furthermore, Z2 is normal in Z1 since it is normal inX , which contains
Z1. We claim that π2(Z1) = Υ. Indeed, if z ∈ Z1, then p(π2(z)) = π1(z) = e, so
π2(z) ∈ ker p = Υ. It is surjective since if u ∈ Υ, we may choose an element x ∈ X
such that π2(x) = u. Then π1(x) = p(π2(x)) = p(u) = e, so x ∈ Z1. To see that Z2
is the kernel, observe that if z ∈ Z1, then π2(z) = e if and only if z ∈ kerπ2 = Z2.
Since Z2 ⊂ Z1, we conclude the result. 
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Lemma 10.2. Suppose that 1 → Z → Y
p
−→ X → 1 is a topological extension of
groups with X discrete. Then Z is locally path-connected if and only if Y is.
Proof. Note that {e} ⊂ X is open in X since X is discrete, so p−1({e}) = ker p = Z
is open in Y . That is Z is an open subgroup, so e has an open neighborhood in Z
if and only if it has an open neighborhood in Y . 
Proposition 10.3. With the free group topology, G˜A and CA are are locally path-
connected.
Proof. From Section 7.2, we know that the topology on G˜A is the quotient topology
after identifying elements of each combinatorial pattern. Since we know that the
quotient of a locally path-connected space is locally path-connected, we conclude
that G˜A is locally path-connected.
To consider the groups CA, we first assume that G is algebraic and A is an
algebraic subgroup of G (and generalize to nonalgebraic groups afterwards). In this
case, each U[r] is also an algebraic subgroup, so the natural maps ιr : Xr → G (see
Section 7.1 and 7.2) are algebraic morphisms. Thus the preimage of the identity
must be an subvariety of Ur. Local path-connectedness of CA then follow from local
path-connectedness of algebraic varieties.
Now we extend to the case of non-algebraic groups. Since G is perfect and has
discrete center in both the semisimple and twisted cases, it always has a center-free
factor G with the same Lie algebra (via the adjoint representation). So G fits into
a short exact sequence 1→ Υ→ G → G → 1.
Note that CA,G is locally-path connected by our previous argument in the case
of algebraic groups. Furthermore, G˜A covers both G and G. So we are in the setup
of Lemma 10.1, and conclude that 1→ CA,G → CA,G → Υ→ 1. So by Lemma 10.2,
we conclude the result. 
Recall that G0 is either a simply connected, semisimple Lie group, or a maximal
Lie central extension of a semidirect product Gρ. Then:
Proposition 10.4. If 1→ Z → H
η
−→ G0 → 1 is a central topological extension of
G0 by a Lie group Z with a local section (in the sense that H a principal bundle
over G0). Then H is a Lie group and H ∼= G0 × Z.
Proof. We first show that H is locally compact. Suppose σ : L → H is a local
section at g0 ∈ G0 on a small compact neighborhood L of g0. Then η(σ(g)) = g
for any g ∈ L. Set h = σ(g0). Choose a compact neighborhood K ⊂ Z of identity.
We can form the map η : K × L → H defined by (k, l) 7→ kσ(l). Then η is a
homeomorphism by definition. We claim it contains a neighborhood of h ∈ H .
Indeed, it suffices to show that for any net xα → h, xα ∈ η(K × L) for sufficiently
large α. Indeed, we may first project xα to yα = η(xα). Then since xα → h ∈ H ,
yα → g ∈ G0 by continuity of η. Hence there exists α0 such that if α ≥ α0, yα ∈ L.
Now, let zα = xα · σ(yα)−1. Then η(zα) = η(xα · σ(yα)−1) = e, so zα ∈ Z, which
implies that yα → g0 and xα → h, zα → e by continuity of the section and group
multiplication. Then there exists α1 such that if α ≥ α1, zα ∈ K by closeness of K.
By construction, xα = σ(yα)zα = η(zα, yα), so if α ≥ max{α0, α1}, we conclude
that xα ∈ η(K × L).
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Thus we conclude that H is locally compact and locally path-connected (since
the compact neighborhood constructed above can also obviously be made path-
connected). This implies it is a Lie group by the classical theorem of Gleason-
Montgomery-Zippin.
Let [H,H ] be the commutator group of H . Then H = [H,H ] ker η = [H,H ]Z
and [H,H ] is perfect (see pg 75 of [34]). Let the connected component of [H,H ] be
H ′. Then η(H ′) = G0 since G0 is connected. Therefor, H = H ′Z. If G0 is simply
connected, then it is clear that H ′
⋂
Z = {e}; if G0 has non-trivial radical, then
Proposition 5.7 also implies that H ′
⋂
ker η = {e}. This further shows that H ′ is
isomorphic to L. Hence we prove the result. 
We document a result of Gleason and Palais which will be used in the main proof
of this section:
Theorem 10.5 (Corollary 7.4, [8]). If S is a locally path-connected topological
group in which some neighborhood of the identity admits a continuous one-to-one
map into a finite dimensional metric space, then S is a Lie group.
10.1. Proof of Theorem 7.2. Suppose f : CA/SA → S is a homomorphism and S
is a Lie group. We wish to show that f is trivial. Then f induces an injection from
P = (CA/SA)
/
ker(f) . By Lemma 10.3 P is locally path connected, then Theorem
10.5 implies that P is a Lie group. Note that since ker f ⊂ CA/SA and CA/SA is
central in G˜A/SA, ker f is a normal subgroup of G˜A/SA. So we may form a group
GA =
Ä
G˜A/SA
ä/
ker f , and we get a short exact sequence:
1→ P → GA → G0 → 1
Lemma 10.6. The projection GA → G0 has a local section at some point g0 ∈ G0.
Proof. From Lemma 8.7 and Corollary 9.10 implies that there is a combinatorial
pattern r = (r1, . . . , rn) such that the map ιr : Xr → G0 is onto. Then there exists
a g0 ∈ G0 such that g0 is a regular value of the projection (by Sard’s Theorem).
This implies that there is a (smooth) section ig0 : B(g0) → Xr, where B(g0) is a
small neighbourhood of g0 in G0, which induces a local section at g0. 
Now by Proposition 10.4, GA ∼= G0×P . By noting that GA is a factor of a perfect
group G˜A/SA and is hence perfect itself and P is central, we get immediately that
P is central P = {e}, which implies that ker(f) = CA/SA. Hence we finish the
proof.
11. Trivialization of small lattice homomorphisms
Recall the notations of 2. and 3. of Section 5.6, so that Γ is a lattice in G, Γρ
is a lattice in Gρ, Γ
′ (or Γ′ρ) is a lattice in the group G0 and Γ˜ is the product of the
lattice and center exp(z) in the case of groups with symplectic contributions.
The following lemma treats cases which occur in the proof of main theorems
when one studies the Lyapunov-cycles of different homotopy classes.
Lemma 11.1.
(1) For any homomorphism f : Γ′ → N , f(Γ′) is finite and the order is bounded
by a universal number only dependent on G. Especially, if f is sufficiently
small then f is trivial.
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(2) If f : Γ′ρ → N is a sufficiently small homomorphism, then f is trivial.
(3) If f : Γ˜→ N is a sufficiently small homomorphism, then f is trivial.
Proof. Proof of (1): First we consider the case N ⊂ G. We can assume that
N ⊂ GL(ℓ,C) is a linear algebraic group since the center of N is finite. Since
A is genuinely higher rank, 0 6= Lie(N)
⋂
gi 6= gi, for each simple factor gi of
Lie(G0). By [22, 3’Theorem], Zariski closure f(Γ′)
z
of f(Γ′) is a semisimple Q-
algebraic group. We first show that f(Γ′) is finite. Suppose it is not finite. Since
f(Γ′)
z
/(f(Γ′)
z
)0 is finite, we can assume f(Γ′)
z
is connected inside N . Compose
f with a Galois automorphism τ of C over Q to matrix coefficients of elements
from f(Γ′), then f(Γ′) is a non-compact subgroup of f(Γ′)
z
= σf(Γ′)
z
. We can
assume τf is from Γ′ to f(Γ′)
z
/Z(f(Γ′)
z
) since Z(f(Γ′)
z
) is finite. By Margulis
lattice superrigidity Theorem [22, 2’ Theorem], τf can be extended to a continuous
homomorphism f˜ from G˜0 to f(Γ′)z/Z(f(Γ′)
z
). Then ker(f˜) restricted to each
simple factor ‹Gi is either ‹Gi or inside Z(‹Gi). Since the complexification of each
gi is identical (see 4.1 of Chapter IX, [22]) and Lie(N)
⋂
gi is strictly inside gi for
each i, the above discussion shows that ker(f˜)|
G˜i
= ‹Gi for each i. Hence we proved
that f(Γ′) is finite.
Next, we show this order is bounded by a universal number only dependent on G.
By Jordan’s theorem which claims that any finite group inside GL(ℓ,C) contains
a normal abelian subgroup whose index is at most j(ℓ). We let the biggest normal
abelian subgroup in f(Γ′) be Q. Consider the restriction of f from f−1(Q) to
Q. The index of [Γ˜ : f−1(Q)] is bounded by j(ℓ). There are only finitely many
sublattices L′ in Γ′ with the index smaller than j(ℓ) since Γ′ is finitely generated
(as a group) [22]. Hence we show that f(Γ′) is finite and the order is bounded by
a universal number.
Now suppose N ⊂ Gρ. By previous argument f : Γ′ → N → N ∩G is finite and
the order is bounded by a universal number (note that N ∩G is a factor of N). The
trivialization of f : Γ′∩G→ N
⋂
RN follows directly from by the Margulis Normal
Subgroup Theorem [22, 4’ Theorem]. Hence we also get the result for N ⊂ Gρ.
Hence we finish the proof.
Proof of (2): By previous argument, f is trivial on Γ′ which implies that [γ, n˜] ∈
ker(f) for any γ ∈ Γ′ρ and n˜ ∈ G0 of the form n˜ for n˜ ∈ Z (see the end of Section 5.5).
Our goal will be to show that the group generated by [γ, n˜] generates a finite index
subgroup of Γ′ρ∩E
′. Suppose that we show it for Γρ∩E. Then since multiplication
on Γ′ρ covers multiplication on Γρ and exp(Z) generates Γ
′
ρ ∩ E
′ by construction,
we conclude that it suffices to show that {[γ, n] : n ∈ Zn} generates a finite index
subgroup of Zn.
Suppose RN =
⊕
i∈I R
Ni such that ρ is irreducible on each RNi . For any 0 6=
n ∈ ZNi , the set ρ(Γ)(n) is Zariski dense in RNi since ρ is rational and Γ is Zariski
dense in G by the Borel density theorem (see 3.2.5 of [39]). This shows that ρ(Γ)(n)
is not inside any subspace of RNi . Fix ℓ = [γ, n] 6= 0, γ ∈ Γ. Then we can choose
finite γj,i ∈ Γ, j ∈ J such that ρ(γj,i)(ℓ) span a basis of RNi . Then [γj,i, ℓ], j ∈ J
and ℓ also a span a basis for RNi . This shows that [Γ, n] span a basis of each RNi
for any 0 6= n ∈ ZNi . Hence we see that the set
{[γ, n] : γ ∈ Γ˜, n ∈ ZN}
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span a sublattice with finite index in Γ′ρ. This shows that f(Γ
′
ρ) is finite. Since f
is small then it is trivial.
Proof of (3): By previous argument f is trivial on Γ′ρ. Since Γ
′
ρ contains a lattice
of exp(z) and f is small, f induces a small homomorphism from a torus. There are
no small homomorphisms from tori to a fixed Lie group, so we get trivialization on
Γ˜ as well. 
12. Lyapunov Structures of Perturbations
12.1. Coarse Lyapunov foliations for perturbations. Now we consider the
family of Lyapunov foliations for perturbations which correspond to the unipo-
tent foliations Uµ, µ ∈ ΛA (see (3) of Section 5.6) for αA. Recall notations in
6.1. We denote the family of coarse Lyapunov foliations for α˜A by ‹F . Since αA
and α˜A are conjugate via a Ho¨lder map, the stable and unstable, and thus the
corresponding coarse Lyapunov foliations F , are dynamically defined for the ac-
tion αA. Notice that we do not know whether the leaves of those foliations are
smooth manifolds. However, every foliation in ‹F is integrable with N and the re-
sulting center-Lyapunov foliation does have smooth leaves since it coincides with
the center-Lyapunov foliation for αA.
More precisely, let ai ∈ I be different elements within the Weyl chambers and
away from the Weyl chamber walls such that:
(1) for any µ ∈ ΛA, there is subset Iµ ⊂ I such that Uµ =
⋂
ai∈Iµ W
s
ai (i.e.,
such that µ(ai) < 0, where Wsai is the stable foliation for αA(ai, ·));
(2) if µ and ν are not negatively propositional in ΛA, then the foliations Uµ
and Uν are included in the stable foliations of αA(a, ·) for some a ∈ Iµ
⋃
Iν .
We then denote the corresponding intersections of stable foliation for α˜A by ‹Fµ i.e.,‹Fµ = ⋂ai∈Iµ W˜sai are the corresponding coarse Lyapunov foliations for the action
α˜A. We also denote coarse Lyapunov foliations h
−1‹Fµ for αA by Fµ.
12.2. Canonical projections between F and U . In this section, we link the
coarse Lyapunov foliations of αA˜ (resp. αA′) (see 4. and 5. of Section 5.6) with
those of αˆA, which are also denoted by U and F respectively.
The foliations N and Uµ on G0 integrate to an invariant foliation Wµ for αA˜
(resp. αA′) with the product structure. This foliation is also invariant for αˆA.
Moreover, every leaf of Fµ inside this foliation intersects every leaf of N at a
unique point since Fµ is κ-Ho¨lder close to Uµ. More precisely, for any x′ ∈ Uµ(x)
and y ∈ N (x) we can define a map P x,yµ : x
′ → Fµ(y)
⋂
N (x′), which is a well
defined and continuous map taking Uµ(x) to Fµ(y) (see [5]). Also we can define a
continuous map: “P x,yµ : x′ → Uµ(y)⋂N (x′), for any x′ ∈ Fµ(x) and y ∈ N (x).
We then extend the projections to paths in the obvious way:
Definition 12.1. Let c : x1, · · · , xn = x1 be a U-path with initial point x1 and
xk+1 ∈ Uµi , 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. Then the canonical projection of this path at a point
y ∈ N (x1) is an F -path P x1,y(c) : y = y1, y2 · · · , yn such that for yk+1 := P xk,ykµk ,
1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.
Similarly we define the reverse projection “P x1,y(c) of an F -path c with an initial
point x1 to a U-path starting at y, using canonical projections “P x1,y(c).
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Remark 14. Canonical projections are mutually inverse:“P y,xµ (P y,xµ (x′)) = x′, P y,xµ (“P y,xµ (x′)) = x′.
For any h ∈ G0 and x˜ = u˜1u˜2 · · · u˜n ∈ G˜A (see Section 7.2), u˜i ∈ ‹U[µi], µi ∈ ΛA,
let hi = un−i+1 · · ·unh. We define a corresponding U-path x˜h on G0 based at h:
h = h1, h2, · · · , hn. We define P(x˜, h) to be the endpoint of the F -path P h,h(x˜h)
(ie, P(x˜, h) = πF (P
h,h(x˜h)). Note that β is the lifted cocycle for αˆA (see Section
6.2).
Remark 15. For any x˜ ∈ CA and h ∈ G0, x˜h is a cycle with initial point h in the
sense defined in Section 5.2. Also, if x˜, y˜ ∈ CA, (x˜y˜)h = x˜h ∗ y˜h. Since x˜ → x˜h is
one-to-one, hence we can identify CA with the U-cycle group at h. Then we also
call CA the cycle group in G˜A. We call the subgroup SA the stable cycle group. The
reason is for any h ∈ G0 and any relation defined by Rµ,ν,A (see Section 7.1) in G0,
we can choose ai ∈ I (see Section 12.1) such that the U-cycle defined by Rµ,ν,A
with initial point at h is inside a stable leaf for α
A˜
(ai, ·) (resp. αA′(ai, ·)).
Proposition 12.1. For any h ∈ G0 P(·, h) is continuous on G˜A and descends to a
continuous map on G˜A/SA.
Proof. To see continuity, from Section 7.2 it suffices to show that P(·, h) is contin-
uous in each combinatorial pattern. This follows from continuity of the canonical
projection of each leg (as the projection of paths is defined inductively based on
the length of the path).
Next we show that P(σ, h) = h for any σ ∈ SA. Suppose that r is defined by a
relation of the form Rµ,ν,A in G˜A. By Remark 15 we see that P(r, h) = h. We also
have P(y˜σy˜−1, h) = h for any y˜ ∈ G˜A. Note that products of elements having the
form y˜σy˜−1 generate SA. Hence we get the result. This proves that P can descend
to G˜A/SA. Hence we finish the proof. 
12.3. Isomorphism between F and U cycle groups. Let CTx denote the group
of T -cycles with with initial point x ∈ G0 (see Section 5.2), where T stands for U
or F). The next theorem is crucial to the proof of main Theorem:
Theorem 12.2. P h,h : CUh → C
F
h is a topological isomorphism for h ∈ G0 which
takes the stable cycles for αA to the stable cycles for αA.
Proof. We proceed in two steps. First we will show (a) P h,h
(
CUh , h
)
⊂ CFh and
second, we will show that (b) “P h,h ÄCFh ä ⊂ CUh .
Step (a): In this step we show that for any x˜ ∈ CA, P(x, h) = h. By Proposition
12.1 P(·, h) is a continuous map from CA/SA to G0. Set
Sh = {x˜ ∈ CA/SA : P(x, h) = h}.
Then Sh is a subgroup of CA/SA. Note that CA/SA is abelian (see Theorem 7.3
and Remark 10). Hence P(·, h) descends to a continuous and injective map on
the quotient group (CA/SA)
/
Sh . Note that (CA/SA)
/
Sh is locally path connected
(see Lemma 10.3). Then by Theorem 10.5 (CA/SA)
/
Sh is a Lie group. Then the
projection from CA/SA to (CA/SA)
/
Sh is trivial by Theorem 7.2. This implies that
Sh = CA/SA. Then we prove the the result. This shows that P h,h is a injective
from CUh to C
F
h .
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Step (b): In this part we show that “P h,h(CFh ) ⊂ CUh . In fact, if we get (a),
then the argument proving the opposite direction is standard (see [5, Subsection
6.4] or [36, Proposition 6.7])). To make the proof complete, we briefly outline it
here. For any c ∈ CFh , the end point of P
h,h
(c) has the expression nh, n ∈ N . Let
φ(c) = n. This define a map φ : CFh → N . Then φ(C
F
h ) is a subgroup of N by
noting that the end point of “P h,nh(c) is nφ(c) for any n ∈ N and c ∈ CFh . The
subgroup must be discrete. Otherwise there is c ∈ CFh such that d(φ(c), e) = 1.
Write φ(c) = u1 · · ·un0 with uni ∈ Uri and d(uni , e) < ǫ1. We can connect φ(c)
with e with a uniformly bounded U-path r. Then r∗ “P h,h(c) is a U-cycle at h hence
projects back to a F-cycle at h by (a). Since “P h,h(c) projects back to the F -cycle c
(canonical projections are mutually inverse, see Remark 14), r projects to a F -cycle
at h. But by insisting the perturbation is sufficiently small, r cannot be projected
to a F -cycle. This is a contradiction.
To pass from discrete to trivial, one uses a homotopy argument. For any c ∈ CFh ,
since G0 is simply connected, we may create a homotopy contracting the perturbed
C to the point h. Since F -foliations are locally transitive, we can construct a finite
sequence of F -cycles: h = c0, c1, · · · , cn = c such that the C0 distance between ck
and ck+1 are sufficiently small such that φ(ck) = φ(ck+1), 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. Since
φ(c0) = e, we see that φ(c) = e, which implies the result.
Since P h,h ◦ “P h,h = I and “P h,h ◦ P h,h = I, then the result follows immediately
from conclusions in (a) and (b). 
12.4. Stability of (local) transitivity. In [31] Brin and Pesin show that prop-
erty of local transitivity of stable and unstable foliations of a partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphism persists under C2 small perturbations. Because of this, most pre-
vious results using the geometric method required control on the second derivative.
In this part by using algebraic structure we show (local) transitivity for C1 small
perturbations of αA, which is sufficient.
Definition 12.2. Foliations T1, . . . , Tr are locally transitive on G0 if there exists
N ∈ N such that for any ǫ > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that for every x ∈ G0 and for
every x ∈ G0 with d(x, y) < ǫ, there is a T -path c : x = x1, x2, . . . , xN−1, xN = y
such that xk+1 ∈ Tik(xk) and dTik (xk)(xk+1, xk) < 2ǫ, where dTik (xk) is the induced
metric on the foliation Tik , 1 ≤ ik ≤ r.
Proposition 12.3. If α˜A is a sufficiently C
1-small perturbation of α0 then the
foliations F for αˆA are transitive on G0.
Proof. Lemma 8.7 and Corollary 9.10 implies that U-foliations are locally transitive
(see Section 4 of [17]). For any U-path c with an initial point x1, let π
x1
U denote
the endpoint of P x1,x1(c). For any y ∈ G0, choose a U-path c with an initial point
x1 connecting y and x1 and define τx1(y) = π
x1
U (c). Theorem 12.2 shows that
τx1 is well-defined; and the local transitivity of U-foliations implies that on a small
neighborhood B(x1) of x1, τx1 is close to identity. Then τx1(B(x1)) contains a small
neighborhood x1 by degree theory. This shows that the F -foliations are locally
transitive, which implies that F -foliations are also transitive by connectedness of
G0.

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12.5. Periodic cycle functional and cocycle rigidity for perturbations.
From (15) we see that even though elements in αˆA are non-aeblian, but they pre-
serve stable/unstable of each other, the setting for the general abelian partially
hyperbolic actions in Section 6.3 can be adapted to that for αˆA. Then all the re-
sults in Section 6.3 hold for αˆA over lifted β defined accordingly. We prove the
following (recall notations in Proposition 6.2):
Lemma 12.4. Fix a small number δ > 0. For any a ∈ A and x, y in a stable (resp.
unstable) leaf of αˆA(a, ·) with d(x, y) < δ, d(pβ,a(x, y), e) can be made arbitrarily
small if α˜A is sufficiently C
1-close to αA.
Proof. If α˜A is sufficiently C
1-close to αA, then supa∈A ||β(a, ·)||)C0 is sufficiently
small. Suppose x and y are on a stable leaf of αˆA(a, ·). Theorem 5.1 shows that
the coefficient Hence the condition (18) of Proposition 6.2 is satisfied. From (19)
we see that
d
(
γn+1(x, y), γn(x, y)
)
≤ Πn−1j=0
( ∣∣∣∣Ad(ι(a))−1∣∣∣∣ · ∣∣∣∣Ad(β(a, aj · x))∣∣∣∣ ) ||cn||
≤ ǫnκ/3 · ǫnκ/3 ||cn|| ≤ 2c
−1
1 ǫ
2nκ/3
∣∣∣∣∣∣β(a, ·)δ∣∣∣∣∣∣
C0
.
Using (21) and above estimates, we get
d(pβ,a(x, y), e) ≤
∞∑
j=1
d
(
γj(x, y), γj−1(x, y)
)
≤
n∑
j=1
d
(
γj(x, y), γj−1(x, y)
)
+
∞∑
j=n+1
d
(
γj(x, y), γj−1(x, y)
)
≤ 2c−11 nǫ
2nκ/3
∣∣∣∣∣∣β(a, ·)δ∣∣∣∣∣∣
C0
+
∞∑
j=n+1
c−21 c2C(β, a)λ
(j−1)κ/3d(x, y)κ
≤ 2c−11 nǫ
2nκ/3
∣∣∣∣∣∣β(a, ·)δ∣∣∣∣∣∣
C0
+ C(β, a)′λnκ/3d(x, y)κ.
This shows the smallness of d(pβ,a(x, y), e) when
∣∣∣∣β(a, ·)δ∣∣∣∣
C0
is sufficiently small,
by first choosing n so that the second term is very small (note that the Ho¨lder norm
C(β, a) of β is uniformly bounded, see Theorem 5.1), then limiting the size of β by
limiting the size of the perturbation α˜A. Similarly, we get the result if x and y are
on a unstable leaf of a. Then we finish the proof. 
13. Proof of Theorem 3.1 and ??
First, we show the trivialization of the lifted cocycle β over the perturbed action
αˆA on G0. By Proposition 6.4, it suffices to show that the periodic cycle functional
(PCF) vanishes on all F -cycles. By using Theorem 12.2 and Proposition 12.1
we see that the function Fβ ◦ P h,h is a continuous injective homomorphism from
CA/SA to N . Then by Theorem 7.2 Fβ ◦ P h,h is trivial, which implies that β is
cohomologous to a constant cocycle via a transfer function on G0. Then for any γ
inside Γ′ (resp. Γ′ρ or Γ˜) and any F -path c connecting h and hγ, the value of Fβ(c)
only depends on the on the element of γ this F -path represents by noting that
αˆA commuting with the right Γ
′ (resp. Γ′ρ or Γ˜) actions. Therefore, these values
provide a homomorphism from Γ′ (resp. Γ′ρ or Γ˜) to N . Since Γ
′ (resp. Γ′ρ or Γ˜)
is compactly generated (see 6.18 of [32]), Lemma 12.4 implies the smallness of the
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homomorphism. Then it follows from Lemma 11.1 that such homomorphisms are
trivial. This show that β on G0 takes constant values on those points that project
to the same point on M , which implies the the trivialization of the PCF for β on
M since the value of the PCF for β on M depending only on the element γ of Γ′
(resp. Γ′ρ or Γ˜) this cycle represents.
Hence by Proposition 6.4, β is cohomologous to a small constant twisted cocycle
i : A → N via a continuous transfer map T : M → N which can be chosen
close to identity in C0 topology if the perturbation α˜A small in C
1 topology. Set
h′(x) = T (x)−1 · x for any x ∈M . Then we have
h′(α¯A(a, x)) = T (α¯A(a, x))
−1β(a, x)αA(a, x)
= T (α¯A(a, x))
−1
(
T (α¯A(a, x))i(a)ψa(T (x))
−1
)
a · x
= i(a)aT (x)−1x
= αA(a, h
′(x)),
where αA(a, x) := i(a)a · x.
Next, we show that the map h′ constructed above is a homeomorphism and
hence provides a topological conjugacy between αA and αA. Since h
′ is C0 close to
the identity on M it is surjective and thus the action αA is semi-conjugate to the
standard perturbation αA. Since the map h
′ is C0 close to the identity, it can be
lifted to continuous map close to the identity map on G0 commuting with the right
Γ′ (resp. Γ′ρ or Γ˜) which we denote by hˆ (using the same methods of Section 6.2).
Furthermore, if we show that the lifted map is injective on the cover it will follow
that h′ on M is injective and hence a homeomorphism. On G0, αA is lifted to an
action of αA˜ or αA′ (see (4) and (5) of Section 5.6) for which we denote by α for
simplicity. That hˆ is a lift of a semiconjugacy implies that:
hˆ(αˆA(a, g)) = α(a, hˆ(g)) · c(g), g ∈ G0,
where c : G0 → exp(z) is C0 close to identity (hence this step may be skipped if
z = {0}).
Set αˆ′A(a, g) = αˆA(a, g)c(g). Then hˆ semi-conjugates the dynamics of αˆ
′
A and α,
which implies that elements inside αˆ′A preserve stable/unstable foliations of each
other. Then we can also construct isomorphism between coarse Lyapunov cycles
of αˆ′A and α by canonical projections as before. Now, assume that hˆ(g1) = hˆ(g2).
Then g2 ∈ N (g1). Thus, we get that hˆ(g2) is the end point of “P x,hˆ(x)(p), where
p is any coarse Lyapunov path (of αˆ′A) from g1 to g2. Then
“P x,hˆ(x)(p) is a coarse
Lyapunov cycle (of α). This contradicts the fact that the canonical projections
map coarse Lyapunov cycles of αˆ′A to those of α and vice verse (see Theorem 12.2).
This contradiction proves that hˆ (and hence h′) is injective.
Now by letting h := h′h−1 (where h is the Pugh-Shub-Wilkinson leaf conjugacy)
we have a topological conjugacy between α˜A and αA. We need a Lemma:
Lemma 13.1. If i : Rk × Zl → G is a homomorphism, then sufficiently close
homomorphisms i′ have Adi′(a) semisimple for every a ∈ R
k ×Zl if A = i(Rk×Zl)
detects every root of ∆A0 for a corresponding Cartan subalgebra and 0 6∈ ΦA,ρ in
the case of twisted symmetric space examples.
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Proof. One easily sees that the assumptions survive small perturbations, so it suf-
fices to show it for the original homomorphism i. As in the proofs of Propositions 5.2
and 5.4, after applying a necessary conjugation, we may write each i(a) = s(a)n(a),
where s : A→ A0 is a homomorphism to some Cartan subgroup A0, n(a) is quasi-
unipotent (has all Ad-eigenvalues of modulus 1) and [s(a), n(b)] = e for every
a, b ∈ Rk × Zl. The condition that every root of A0 is detected implies that s(A)
contains a regular element. Since the centralizer of a regular element in a semisim-
ple group coincides with the centralizer of the Cartan subgroup, in the case of
symmetric space examples, we are done.
For twisted symmetric space examples G = G ⋉ RN , we apply the previous
argument to conclude that n(a) ∈ C ⋉ RN , where C is the compact part of the
centralizer of A0. If n(a) contains a nontrivial R
N component, then it may be
decomposed according the the weights of ρ. If Eµ is a weight space, and v ∈ Eµ,
then [s(a), v] = (eµ(a) − 1)v. Since there are no zero weights by assumption, the
fact that [s(a), n(b)] = e simplies that n(b) ∈ C. In particular, i(a) = s(a)n(a) is
always semisimple.

The smoothness of h along the coarse Lyapunov foliations of αA follows as in [19]
by the general Katok-Spatzier theory of non-stationary normal forms for partially
hyperbolic abelian actions, provided the homogeneous perturbation acts semisim-
ply. Furthermore, the isometric distributions of αA span the tangent space at every
point. Then global smoothness follows from the subelliptic regularity theory [20].
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